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Preface 

This report includes the results of a process and impact evaluation of the 
Multnomah County Drug Testing and Evaluation Program (DTE). The proc
ess evaluation describes the functioning of DTE from its inception in January 
1991 through the spring of 1992. The evaluation analyzes how DTE's func
tioning during this period deviated from that intended by its designers and 
implementers. 

It is worth noting that when the intended and actual functioning of DTE dif
fer, it is neither always counterproductive nor necessarily subversive of 
DTE's ultimate goal of reducing drug abuse and its consequences among DTE 
clients. In some instances alterations in DTE's operations may have favora
bly influenced the achievement of program goals. 

In the process evaluation, we indicate deviations from the intended operation 
of Multnomah County's DTE program. We also attempt to illuminate the ra
tionales behind intentional changes made by DTE personnel, and to analyze 
the causes of unintended deviations from the program's original design. Fi
nally we discuss the positive and negative impacts such changes, intentional 
or not, may have upon the Multnomah County DTE's goals. 

Like all such pioneering programs, Multnomah County's DTE has evolved 
since the time of our process evaluation, as experience has demonstrated the 
need for changes in the program's structure and procedures. Providing a 
complete description of the evolution of the DTE program from its inception 
to the present is beyond the scope of our process evaluation or this report. 
However, Appendix A of this report contains a summary of changes in Mult
nomah County's DTE subsequent to the time of this process evaluation along 
with a brief discussion of the reasons for those changes. 
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Introduction 

The Multnomah County Drug Testing and Evaluation Program (DTE) is in
tended to help selected clients (either arrestees awaiting trial or convicted 
and sentenced offenders) rid themselves of drug abusing behavior by provid
ing random, weekly drug tests to all clients in the program. These drug tests 
are designed to allow DTE to monitor each client's compliance with release 
conditions and progress in treatment programs, and to intervene appropri
ately when a client shows signs of a drug abuse problem. DTE is also 
intended to provide a bridge between the pre-trial and post-trial supervision 
of clients. The DTE program supplements drug testing with client drug 
evaluations and treatment recommendations which are provided to the cli
ent's Probation Officer or case manager. 

The DTE program's rationale is that drug abuse is a disorganizing factor in 
clients lives which increases the likelihood of continued criminal behavior. 
Drug testing and appropriate interventions for those clients who test positive 
should reduce client drug use and hence the propensity of clients towards 
criminal acts. This in turn should reduce costs to the criminal justice system 
and to society as a whole by reducing the incidence of new crimes, re-arrests, 
and failures to appear-for criminal justice system processing. 

Multnomah County's DTE has two main divisions: a pre-trial program and 
several post-sentence programs. A brief description of DTE's organization 
and personnel is provided in Appendix B of this report. DTE's post-sentence 
programs serve many more clients than the pre-trial program, and consist of 
four major programs which serve, almost exclusively, probationers and parol
ees: 

1. drug testing and evaluation of probation and parole clients, 

2. drug testing of clients in women offender programs, 

3. drug testing of at-risk women offenders in residential drug treat
ment and in the community, (Until July 1992 this program 
included up to forty women offenders who were enrolled in residen
tial drug treatment at Volunteers of America, Incorporated (VOA). 
In July 1992 DTE discontinued doing VOA's drug testing. This was 
done to reserve drug testing funds for those DTE clients who were 
not in programs with a pre-existing drug testing component), and 

4. drug testing in the Community Service Forest Project. (This project 
is a 30 bed work progra.m in Mount Hood National Forest for sen
tenced male felons which is operated by the Multnomah County 
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Department of Community Corrections in partnership with the U.S. 
Forest Service.) 

The bulk of post-sentence clients are in the probation and parole program. 
This program has slots for testing 415 clients. The number of client enroll
ments in a given year can exceed the total number of available slots since 
clients typically spend less than a year in the program. During the period of 
this study clients spent an average of about 100 days in the probation and 
DTE program. Thus one slot could serve more than three clients per year. 

From December 1990 through December 1991, the first year of DTE, 1,692 
clients were enrolled in DTE's probation and parole program. In the first ten 
months of 1992, a year into the program, 757 new clients were enrolled. This 
slowdown in probation and parole enrollment occurred because many slots in 
1992 were unavailable since they were occupied by clients enrolled during 
the program's first year. For the period from December 1990 through Octo
ber 1992 clients spent an average of 107 days in DTE's probation and parole 
program. This suggests that at equilibrium the probation and parole pro
gram can process slightly over 1,400 clients per year. 

The Women's Transition Services (WTS) component of DTE served 62 clients 
between January 1991 and October 1992. Clients spent an average of 235 
days in the program .. The Community Service Forest Project component of 
DTE served 393 clients during this period, who spent an average of 38 days 
in the program. All the post-sentence programs of DTE together can thus 
service somewhere between 1,800 and 1,900 clients each year. 

During this same period, DTE's Pre-trial Release Supervision Program 
(PRSP) component processed 615 clients. These clients were in the program 
an average of 54 days. Since there are 50 pre-trial DTE slots, in theory DTE 
should be able to process approximately 340 clients per year or approxi
mately 620 clients during this period. Thus the PRSP component of DTE is 
operating at capacity and processes about one-third the number of clients 
which post-sentence DTE components can process. 

The evaluation is concerned mainly with the pre-trial DTE program and with 
the DTE probation and parole program. The pre-trial program is especially 
important because it is the first opportunity the criminal justice system has 
to supervise and control the drug use of potential DTE clients. The probation 
and parole program is important for at least three reasons. First, it is the 
largest component of Multnomah County's DTE program. Furthermore the 
linkage between it and the pre-trial DTE program is a paradigm for the link
age between the pre-trial DTE program and all other post-sentence DTE 
programs. Finally the experience of Multnomah County's probation and pa
role DTE program can be readily applied to the development of other such 
programs in other jurisdictions. 
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The next sectian pravides a review af the research literature which supparted 
the develapment af drug testing pragrams far affender populatians. A de
scriptian af the evaluatian appraach in the next sectian describes the 
canceptual framewark used to. arganize the pracess and impact evaluatians 
and the saurces af data used in the analysis. The pracess evaluatian begins 
with asseBsment af the drug testing pracedures and the cammunicatian, re
carding and starage af the results, which were essentially the same far bath 
pretrial and prabatian/parale DTE pragrams. This is fallawed by the pracess 
evaluatian af the remaining campanents af the pretrial DTE pragram, the 
impact evaluatian af the DTE pretrial pragram, the pracess evaluatian af the 
prabatian/parale DTE pragram, and the impact evaluatian af that pragram. 
The final sectian discusses the implicatians af these results. 
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Drug Testing in the Criminal Justice System 

Drug testing programs have been developed in response to evidence of exten
sive drug use among the criminal population and close connections between 
drug use and criminal activity. Drug testing within the criminal justice sys
tem recognizes the potential benefits to reducing or, at the very least, 
monitoring drug use among those accused or convicted of a crime while in the 
community and under supervision of the court. 

An extraordinary proportion of crime can be attributed to drug dependent of
fenders (Chaiken 1986; Gropper 1985; Inciardi 1979; Johnson, Goldstein, 
Preble, Schmeidler, Lipton, Sprunt, and Miller 1985). The National Institute 
of Justice's Drug Use Forecasting (DUF) program consistently finds that a 
majority of arrestees in major cities test positive for drugs at the time of their 
arrest (NIJ 1990). Substance abusers, especially offenders who use heroin 
and cocaine, have been found to exhibit extremely high crime rates (Ball, Ro
sen, Flueck, and Nurco 1981; Ball, Corty, Petroski, Bond, and Tommasello 
1986; Chaiken and Chaiken 1983; Collins, Hubbard, and Rachal 1985; John
son, et al. 1985; McGlothlin, Anglin, and Wilson 1977). As the severity of 
drug abuse increases among users, the frequency and severity of their crimi
nal behavior rises dramatically (Chaiken 1986; Chaiken and Chaiken 1982; 
Collins, Hubbard, and Rachal 1985; Speckart and Anglin 1986a, b). Heavy 
illegal drug use also seems to be one of the most important factors which dis
tinguish criminals with persistently high frequencies of violent criminal acts 
from other types of offenders (Chaiken and Chaiken 1982; Rolph and 
Chaiken 1987; Dembo et al. 1990; Visher 1990). 

Drug abuse is linked to violent crime through: (1) the psychopharmacological 
effects of the drug which lead to crimes committed while under the influence; 
(2) economically compulsive crimes committed to support drug consumption; 
and (3) systemic crime associated with drug-transactions and. marketing 
(Goldstein 1985). In the underground economy, non-using dealers engage in 
and are victimized by violent crime as part of their business (Falkin, Wexler, 
and Lipton 1992; Brounstein, Hatry, Altshuler, and Blair 1989). They are 
joined in drug selling by users who traffic and engage in property crimes to 
generate income for drug consumption. User-sellers may lure others not only 
into drug use, but also into criminal behavior in anticipation of large profits 
(Chaiken and Chaiken 1982; Goldstein 1985; Johnson, et al. 1985). Researcrl 
also supports the folk wisdom that heavy drug users resort to other crimes in 
order to support their drug habit (Chaiken and Johnson 1988) and use drugs 
as part of the crime committing process (Johnson, et al. 1985). 

Drug use plays a major role in recidivism. The vast majority of the nation's 
prisoners, more than 85 percent, are recidivists, and about three-quarters 
have histories of drug use (Innes 1988). Criminal offenders who are regular 
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users of hard drugs or of mUltiple drugs are typically at high risk of recidi
vism after release from prison (Chaiken and Chaiken 1982; Innes 1986; 
Wexler, Lipton, and Johnson 1988). In California, drug possession or use is 
a contributing factor in 64 percent of the cases in which parolees are returned 
to prison for parole violations (Blue Ribbon Commission 1990). In general, 
drug-dependent criminals lead lifestyles characterized by self-destructive and 
antisocial behaviGrs; they also have problems related to the absence of job 
training, dependence on others, and frequent conflict with criminal justice 
authorities (Collins, Hubbard, and Rachal 1985; Wexler, Lipton, and Johnson 
1988). 

Controlling the drug use of arrested or convicted offenders by the criminal 
justice system is key to interrupting the criminal careers of drug-involved of
fenders. Studies have found that the threat of sanctions for drug use appears 
to enable many offenders to at least temporarily desist from the use of illegal 
drugs (Carver 1986; BOTEC Analysis Corporation 1987; BOTEC Analysis 
Corporation 1990). Drug testing has been found to lower drug-using arres
tees' re-arrest rates and rates of failure to appear for hearings (Toborg, 
Bellassi, Yezer, and Trost 1989). Prison drug treatment programs have been 
found to be at least moderately effective at weaning participants from illegal 
drug use and are highly cost-beneficial in terms of the crime they prevent 
(Chaiken 1989; Natio!lal Institute on Drug Abuse 1988; American Correc
tional Association 1981). 

Since 1984, Washington, D.C. has conducted urinalyses of arrestees and de
fendants at the time of arrest and, for those testing positive, during the 
period of pretrial release. Smaller experimental programs have been imple
mented in other jurisdictions (Wish, Toborg, and Bellassi 1987; Dembo et al. 
1990). During pretrial release, regular, random tests are conducted, and 
those who test positive are penalized with jail time. The rationale for these 
programs is that offenders who continue to use drugs are expected to be less 
likely to appear in court and more likely to engage in criminal activity than 
offenders who never used drugs or abstain from drugs. 

Evaluation of the DC drug testing program indi~ated that drug tests con
ducted shortly following arrest predicted pretrial misconduct (Visher 1992) 
and that dropping out of testing predicted subsequent pretrial failure 
(Toborg, et al. 1989). In addition, Smith and Polsenberg (1992) found that 
the urinalysis resu.lts predicted recidivism independently of other predictors 
of risk and were more effective in predicting recidivism among some groups of 
offenders, e.g., novice offenders and employed offenders, than others. Despite 
the relationship of pre-arraignment drug test results to behavior while on 
release, subjecting these offenders to drug testing during pretrial release did 
not result in lower rates of arrest or failure to appear than the rates for of
fenders assigned to drug treatment without testing or a control group 
(Toborg, et al. 1989; Vischer 1992). 
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Subsequent replications of the DC program found that: (1) pre-arraignment 
drug testing did not contribute to predicting failure to appeal' independently 
of other available information; and (2) testing of offenders during pretrial re
lease did not result in lower re-arrest rates and failure to appear rates 
(Kapsch and Sweeny 1990; Goldkamp, Jones, and Gottsfredson 1990; 
Gottfredson, Britt, and Goldkamp 1990). However, these replication pro
grams experienced significant problems in program implementation which 
may have weakened the validity of the evaluations (Goldkamp 1989; Visher 
1992). These findings have led to conclusions by some experts that pretrial 
drug testing is not cost-effective (Belenko, Mara-Drita, and McElroy 1992). 

Evaluation of drug testing during probation and parole has also produced 
mixed results. Evaluation of Drug Intensive Supervision Probation (ISP) in 
five sites found no reduction in officially-recorded recidivism, regardless of 
the drug testing schedules, system responses, and offender characteristics 
(Turner, Petersilia, and Deschenes 1991). However, the authors note that 
sanctions for testing failures were not consistently applied and found that 
technical violations increased due to improved offender monitoring, which in
creased the pressure on overcrowded jail and prison facilities. The 
implication is that unless drug testing programs plan resources for sanction
ing failures consistently and swiftly, the programs are unlikely to deter 
continued drug use and criminal activity. Other studies suggest that uri
nalysis may be an effective tool for managing offenders when coupled with 
speedy and certain sanctions. The Drug Reduction of Probationers (DROP) 
program found that drug-tested offenders respond to sanctioning. The DROP 
program in Oregon arrests and jails probationers for two days after each 
positive drug test. Offender drug use declined after penalties were applied: 
53% tested positive again after their first sanctioning, 24% tested positive 
again after a second sanctioning, and 6% tested positive again after a third 
sanctioning. Overall, positive drug tests among probati.oners declined from 
43% before program implementation to 10% after program implementation 
(Kushner 1993). This finding is consistent with other studies which recom
mend combining legal sanctions with treatment (Hubbard, et al. 1989; Anglin 
and Hser 1990). 
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Overview of the Evaluation 

This report includes both a process and impact evaluation of each of the two 
major programs within DTE, the pre-trial program and the probation and pa
role program. 

The process evaluation examines seven distinct components of program op
eration: 

1. recruitment of clients, 

2. drug testing of clients, 

3. adjunct client processing, e.g. diagnosis, evaluation, and treatment 
of clients, 

4. sanctioning and rewarding of clients, 

5. client termination or continuation, 

6. data communication, storage, and recording among program par
ticipants, 

7. linkage of the program to other DTE programs. 

The process evaluation compares how each component was designed to func
tion with how it actually functioned, and attempts to explain any 
discrepancies between the intended and actual functioning of a component. 
Where it is appropriate the report will suggest procedures that might bring 
the actual operation of a program component closer to its intended operation. 

The impact evaluation examines whether the pre-trial and probation/parole 
programs reduce recidivism and increase compliance with court orders among 
defendants or offenders released under the supervision of the courts. 

The impact analysis is guided by a conceptual model (see Exhibit A) in which 
program benefits or outcomes are hypothesized to be a function of participa
tion in drug testing. Exhibit B illustrates the variables used to 
operationalize the model, with category labels or unit of measurement in the 
second column and data source in the third column. 

Progrant Outcomes. The outcomes of interest (shown in the block on the far 
right of Exhibit A) include arrest, technical violations of the conditions of 
court orders, and the number of violations of any kind (arrest, technical vio
lations, and other infractions). 

Exposure to DTE. These variables reflect the functioning of the DTE program 
and supervision practices (shown in the blocks in the center of the page). The 
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variables include any participation in DTE as well as the duration of DTE 
participation, number of tests, test outcomes, and drug severity assessment 
results. 

Officer Characteristics. The second block of intervening variables includes 
officer characteristics such as years of experience, caseload size during the 
prior month, use of formal and informal sanctions for testing infractions, and 
factors related. to caseload management. These characteristics are used in 
the analysis of DTE during probation and parole because they may affect 
outcomes directly and interact with DTE to affect outcomes. Those officers 
who used only informal penalties for DTE infractions were contrasted with 

Exhibit A: 
Evaluation Framework 

Offender 
Characteristics 

Offender 
Characteristics 
• age 
• race 
• sex 

Current 
Supervision 
• probation/parole 
• offense 
• duration 
• risk classification 
• risk score 

Prior criminal 
history/risk 
• probation/parole 
• offense 
• duration 
• risk classification 
• risk score 

OTE 

Corrections 
Practices 

• DTE participation 
• test results 
• drug problem assessment 

Officer Characteristics 
• DTE utilization 
• caseload 
• formal sanctioning 
• informal sanctioning 
• experience 

Outcomes 

Failure on 
Probation/Parnle 
• violations per month 
• rearrests per month 
• technical violations 
per month 
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those who used a mix of formal and informal sanctions. A second indicator of 
officer supervisory practices was willingness to request a revocation hearing 
for missed or positive tests. 

Client Risk of Probation/Parole Violations. Client characteristics which may 
independently affect recidivism and compliance with court orders include the 
client's criminal history, demographic characteristics, and current offense 
and status (as shown in the blocks on the left in Exhibit A). As a result, the 
analysis controls for age in years, sex, race (classified as white, African
American, and other), and current offense (drug offense, a Part 1 property 
crime, a Part 1 violent crime, and other offenses·). The analysis also controls 
for number of prior arrests on drug charges, number of prior arrests on other 
charges, and number of prior convictions. The client's risk score and risk 
classification category (high versus medium, low, or limited) at the start of 
supervision, and the number of days on probation or parole supervision are 
used to control for factors that predict recidivism independently of drug test-. . 
mg serVIces. 

Data used for testing this model (see Exhibit B) were collected from the fol
lowing computer systems: (1) the Portland Police Department database 
(PPDS); (2) the Oregon State Law Enforcement Data System (LEDS); the 
DTE program files; the Oregon Justice Information Network System 
(OJINS); and the Oregon probation and parole tracking database (AS400). 

• The Oregon State Law Enforcement Data System, (LEDS) and the 
Portland Police Data System (PPDS). Records maintained by law 
enforcement agencies for the state of Oregon and for the city of 
Portland include arrest information (date and charge). LEDS con
tains information on prior conviction (date and charge), dates of 
incarceration in jail or prison, and dates of probation or parole 
revocation. 

• Data from the DTE Program Files. Records were provided for all 
DTE clients seen before December 1, 1992. Data includes the test
ing results (number, outcome) and evaluation results of clients in 
DTE as well as demographic descriptors, and dates of entry and 
exit. 

• The Oregon Justice Information Network System (OJINS). This sys
tem contains court records of court orders conditions and record.s on 
officially recorded violations of probation or parole conditions. 

• Part 1 property crimes include burglary, larceny, auto theft and arson. Part 1 violent crimes 
include homicide, aggravated assault, rape, and robbery. 
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Exhibit B: 
Data for Impact Analysis 

Variable 
Client Characteristics 

Demographics 
Age 
Sex 
Race 

Current Supervision 
Type 
Offense 

Risk classification 
Duration of supervision 
Risk score 

Criminal History/Risk 
Drug offenses 
Other offenses 
Convictions 

DTE Experience 
Any testing 
Testing history 
Failure to appear for test 
Positive drug tests 
Any drug assessment 
Duration in DTE 
# times in DTE 

Officer Characteristics 
Case load size 
Experience in corrections 
Willingness to request revocation 

Informal sanctions 
1) for more than 2 positive drug tests 
2) for more than 2 missed drug tests 

Probation/Parole Outcomes 
Total violations 
Re-arrests 
Technical violations 
Drug violation 

Measurement 

18-25;26-34;35+ years old 
male/female 
white/African-American/other 

probation/parole 
drug/violent crime/property crime/ 

other offense 
high/other 
days of probation/parole 
score on Oregon Risk Assessment 

Instrument at start of supervision 

# prior drug arrests 
# prior arrests - nondrug 
# prior convictions 

yes/no 
number of tests any and by drug 
number and % of total tests 
number and % of total tests any and by drug 
yes/no 
cumulative # days 
0-3 times 

average # clients in past month 
years 
3 = very tough; 2 = moderately tough; 
1 = not very tough 

1 = would use only informal sanctions 
o = would use mix of formal and informal 

sanctions 

# per month 
# per month 
# per month 
average # of violations for positive drug test, 

test no-show, or self-reported drug use 
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Source 

LEDS 
LEDS 
LEDS 

AS400 
LEDS/PPDS 

AS400 
AS400 
AS400 

LEDS/PPDS 
LEDS/PPDS 
LEDS 

DTE MIS 
DTE MIS 
DTE MIS 
DTE MIS 
DTE MIS 
DTE MIS 
DTE MIS 

Survey 
Survey 
Survey 

Survey 

LEDS/OJINS 
LEDS/OJINS 
LEDS/OJINS 
LEDS/OJINS 

10 



• The AS-400 System. The Oregon probation and parole tracking da
tabase (AS400) contains current information on client status, the 
type and duration of supervision by each officer, score on the Ore
gon Risk Assessment instrument, and risk classification category. 

Data from the various systems were merged by individual SIDS number or 
by social security number. In addition, data from the survey on officer sanc
tioning and supervisory practices, attitudes towards DTE, and use of the 
DTE were merged by officer identification number. Plans to collect data from 
hard copy probation and parole records on compliance with conditions other 
than DTE (including attendance at drug treatment, other types of treatment, 
community service, restitution, etc.) and sanctions imposed by the officer 
were abandoned because this information could not be retrieved reliably for a 
sufficient number of cases. 
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Process Evaluation of the OTE Drug Testing and Data 
Handling Procedures 

The Drug Testing of Clients 

Intended Urinalysis Procedures 

TASC of Oregon, a private, non-profit drug treatment and evaluation pro
gram, conducts all urinalyses on DTE client urine specimens. TASC has a 
dedicated staff of one courier, one drug testing analyst, and one part-time 
manager dedicated to DTE urinalyses. A TASC courier collects specimens 
from the four branch offices of the Multnomah County Department of Com
munity Corrections where DTE corrections technicians are assigned to collect 
urine samples. (NB: The DTE computer separates out client results by pro
gram, supervising location, and supervising officer, subsequent to the time 
at which urinalysis results are reported to DTE.) The courier follows proce
dures that ensure that the "chain of custody" of the samples is maintained. 
The courier also determines the needs of corrections technicians for specimen 
cups and lids, gloves,' and other collection paraphernalia and provides these 
as needed. The courier begins his rounds at 1:00 PM and makes two rounds 
each day. 

The TASC technician does a urinalysis of DTE urine specimens by conducting 
an enzyme immunoassay using Syva's EMIT system and Hitachi 704 auto
analyzer technology. All positive tests are re-tested (affirmation testing). 
The process is highly automated with strictly monitored chain of custody and 
quality assurance procedures. TASC retains urine samples which test posi
tive so that contested test results can be confirmed by gas chromatography 
and/or mass spectrometry at another laboratory (confirmation testing). 

At the time of specimen collection the DTE corrections technician records the 
client's ID Number (which may be the Oregon correctional systems ID num
ber (SID) or Social Security Number) along with the associated sample 
container number on the lab report sheet. This sheet goes along with the 
samples to TASC. The TASC lab technician records test results by hand on 
this lab sheet when specimens are analyzed. The TASC lab technician faxes 
the completed lab reports to the DTE office. The Hitachi 704 automatically 
records test results on floppy disks. A number on the sample container's la
bel uniquely relates each test to a urine sample. 

At the DTE office the DTE computer operator enters the raw data from the 
lab reports into the DTE database using the clients' ID numbers. The com
puter then prints out separate report sheets for each urine specimen. Each 
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specimen can be tested for the presence of up to five different drugs. These 
reports are filed by supervising office, supervising officer, client, and test 
date. The DTE main office faxes these sheets to DTE corrections technicians 
who then distribute them to the appropriate supervising officer. This process 
will be streamlined when supervising officers have their own terminals. 

Intended Random Urine Collection Procedures 

The DTE program supervisor generates a schedule of random one digit uri
nalysis codes which changes daily. The daily urinalysis code is 
communicated to DTE clients through a recorded message which the clients 
must telephone and listen to every day. DTE corrections technicians main
tain urinalysis log books in which clients' records are filed numerically by 
urinalysis code. Thus it is easy for technicians to determine who should be 
providing a urine specimen on any given day. 

Corrections technicians and PRSP case managers have detailed instructions 
on how to obtain, log, and store urine samples from DTE clients. Following 
these instructions ensures that a proper "chain of custody" is maintained. 
The instructions also detail ways for dealing with and recording improper cli
ent behavior. Our observation suggests that corrections technicians adhere 
closely to these instruytions. 

A correction technician requires about 10-20 minutes per client to collect and 
store urine samples, and maintain associated records. However, this time 
may be greatly extended on occasion if a client experiences difficulty urinat
ing and must make several attempts, waiting and then retrying to provide a 
urine sample. The technician at the East Branch Probation Office supervises 
about 15 collections per day, although this number can vary widely. Some 
clients may need several attempts to provide a proper sample. Corrections 
technicians must also orient new clients and maintain extensive records. 
Therefore corrections technicians can probably supervise between 75 and 100 
clients per week depending on their experience and the difficulties encoun
tered with individual clients. 

We describe selection and enrollment of DTE clients later in this evaluation. 
When a DTE corrections technician or PRSP case manager enrolls a new cli
ent in the DTE program, the technician or case manager gives the client a 
one digit urinalysis code and a telephone number which the client must call 
each day. When clients call this number they learn whether their urinalysis' 
code matches the randomly computed urinalysis code for the following day. If 
it does, their corrections technician or case manager will expect them to ap
pear and provide a urine sample the next day. This procedure assures that 
the DTE urinalyses are random. 
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One exception is made for low-risk probation clients in the DTE program and 
for medium-risk clients who test negatively for an extended period. These 
clients must submit urine specimens randomly every other week. 

Deviations From Intenf}ed Procedures 

The urine collection and urinalysis procedures which Multnomah County ac
tually uses in its DTE program vary little, if at all, from the intended 
procedures. Furthermore there are only slight variations in the urine collec
tion procedures between the pre-trial, the probation and parole, the pregnant 
women offenders, and the forestry DTE programs. These procedures seem to 
work quite well and cause no problems in the way other components of the 
various DTE programs function. 

During the period January 1991 through October 1992 TASC conducted ap
proximately 1,500 urinalyses fo:;: pre-trial DTE; 17,500 urinalyses for 
probation and parole DTE; 1,700 urinalyses for the forestry program DTE; 
and 600 urinalyses for the WTS component of DTE. Thus TASC conducted 
an average of about 225 urinalyses per week for DTE during this period. 
TASC representatives stated that they could conduct many more uriIle col
lections and urinalyses for DTE than they currently do. 

Multnomah County's DTE program is using currently available drug-testing 
funds as efficiently as possible by randomizing drug testing and paying TASC 
on a per-test basis. If the DTE program had more funds to support additional 
drug testing, TASC could easily procnss far more DTE urinalyses than it cur
rently does. 

During the period of this evaluation TASC charged DTE $8 per three-assay 
urinalysis. Funding allowed for 13,750 of these tests. Since PRSP clients 
spend an average of eight weeks in the DTE program, and probation and pa
role clients spend an average of 15 weeks, the funding was adequate to 
provide weekly drug testing for about 1,700 PRSP clients, or about 900 pro
bation or parole clients, or for some combination of PRSP and probation and 
parole clients, e.g. 200 PRSP clients and 800 probation and parole clients. 

If funds for drug testing were the only financial constraint upon expanding 
the DTE program, then DTE would require additional funds of about $50 per 
client to expand its PRSP client base, and $120 per client to expand its pro
bation and parole client base. 
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The Communication, Recording and Storage of Program Infor
mation 

Intended Data Handling Procedures 

The procedure to communicate, record and store program information is es
sentially the same for both the pretrial and probation/parole components of 
DTE. These procedures are assessed below. 

Corrections technicians transmit copies of all client reports and forms to the 
DTE computer clerk in the central office. The computer clerk enters data 
from these reports and forms into the DTE database. (This database is cur
rently maintained on an 80486 based personal computer using DataEase 
software. Earlier in the program the database was maintained on an 80286 
based computer, but this computer proved inadequate to the task and was 
replaced.) The computer clerk uses DataEase programs to prepare reports 
which are sent to DTE administrators or corrections technicians who then 
distribute these reports to appropriate program personnel. 

The hard copy records which the computer clerk collects and distributes are 
maintained in files by the corrections technicians, case managers and proba
tion/parole officers, and by the DTE central office. When a client leaves the 
program, the DTE ceritral office creates and files a hard copy of all transac
tions for the client. 

Couriers or FAX machines transmit hard copy documents between the differ
ent offices in the program. This system appears cumbersome, but works well. 
Much of the complication arises from concerns for due process and efforts to 
maintain the "chain of custody" as well as legally unimpeachable records. 
Individual program components vary slightly around this general pattern, 
and will be described below. 

Deviations from Intended Data Handling Procedures 

The DTE procedures for communicating, recording, and storing client infor
mation do not vary much from the intended procedures. DTE corrections 
technicians are the link between case managers, probation/parole officers, 
and the central DTE office. These technicians also do most of the paperwork 
involved in registering and monitoring clients in the DTE program. They. 
provide case managers and probation/parole officers with appropriate forms 
and ensure the completion of these forms. They also transmit forms from 
DTE's central office to case managers and probation/parole officers. Finally, 
corrections technicians maintain logs detailing all client transactions, al
though PRSP case managers and probation/parole officers are also expected 
to keep client files. 
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Corrections technicians are certainly one of the most important links in the 
DTE program. By dealing with the most difficult, tedious, unpleasant, and 
time-consuming aspects of drug testing, they make drug testing a reasonable 
option for PRSP case managers and probation/parole officers. Our observa
tions suggest that most corrections technicians are not over-burdened by 
their current DTE case loads. Therefore, the number of DTE clients could be 
increased m.oderately without over-burdening the current staff of corrections 
technicians. This aspect of DTE is working well and has won praise from 
probation/parole officers who use the DTE program. 
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Process Evaluation of the DTE Pre-Trial Program 

Introduction 

The pre-trial DTE program is meant to reduce failures to appear for trials 
and hearings and re-arrests during the pre-sentence period. The theory is 
that random urinalyses coupled with sanctions for failures to submit urine 
samples, or submissions of samples that test positively for drugs will inhibit 
the use of drugs by DTE clients between their arrest and court disposition. 
Reduced drug use should increase clients' senses of responsibility and de
crease their criminal behavior. This should be reflected in reduced rates of 
failures to appear and re-arrest. 

Client Recruitment 

Intended Client Recruitment 

The intended clients of Multnomah County's pre-trial DTE program are 
PRSP clients with a prior 01' current felony drug charge 01' who admit to drug 
use. Multnomah County Pre-trial Service officers conduct an intake inter
view with all arrested persons during booking at the Multnomah County 
Justice Center. The court has granted Pre-trial Service officers the right to 
release arrested persons on their own recognizance after this interview, and 
about 52% of arrestees are released in this manner with the expectation that 
they will report to an arraignment hearing. 

The remaining 48% of arrestees are held for arraignment. After arraignment 
a number of dispositions are possible. The one that concerns this report is 
release conditional upon pre-trial supervision. There are several pre-trial 
supervision programs in Multnomah County, but the largest of these is PRSP 
and it is from PRSP clients with drug problems that DTE clients are selected. 

During the period from January 1991 through October 1992, the PRSP pro
gram has employed 13 case managers who have managed a total caseload of 
615 PRSP clients. Approximately 100 clients are released to PRSP supervi
sion each month. The National Institute of Justice's Drug Use Forecasting· 
System figures suggest that about half of all arrestees held for arraignment 
are drug users, so it is safe to assume that at least this proportion of PRSP 
clients are eligible for DTE. Thus PRSP supervises about 300 clients per 
year who are eligible for pre-trial DTE and about 50 DTE-eligible clients are 
released to PRSP supervision each month. 
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However, only about 3540 pre-trial DTE slots become available each month. 
This means that PRSP case managers must select about 70% to 80% of in
coming PRSP clients for the DTE program. The remaining eligible clients 
become part of a control group but do not participate in the DTE program. In 
practice the number of PRSP clients entering DTE each month varied widely 
during the period from January 1991 through October 1992 ranging from a 
high of 55 in January 1992 to a low of seven in March 1992. 

Each new pre-trial DTE client is assigned to a PRSP case manager. The case 
manager meets weekly with each of his or her PRSP clients. In the first 
meeting the case manager orients new clients to PRSP. In addition, for DTE 
clients, the PRSP case manager completes a DTE Offender Tracking Form 
(Exhibit A) and gives this form to the on-site DTE corrections technician. 
The PRSP case manager also arranges for a DTE orientation meeting be
tween the new DTE client and the corrections technician. This meeting is 
supposed to occur within a week of the PRSP orientation meeting and before 
the first DTE urinalysis. 

As an adjunct to this meeting the DTE corrections technician assigns uri
nalysis code numbers to new clients and enters the codes and other Offender 
Tracking Form information onto Urinalysis Log Forms (Exhibit C). Correc
tions technicians file the Log Forms in their urinalysis log books and use 
these forms to record· clients' urine collection and urinalysis results. They 
also submit this code and all other client paperwork to the DTE computer 
clerk after orientation. The computer clerk enters clients' Offender Tracking 
Form information and urinalysis codes into the DTE personal computer da
tabase. The computer clerk also maintains all client information which is 
collected by corrections technicians in the client's file located in the DTE 
computer. 

During DTE orientation, corrections technicians interview new clients, make 
sure clients understand the DTE program, and have clients sign the DTE 
Client Orientation Form (Exhibit B). Corrections technicians give the case 
manager this Client Orientation Form to add to clients' PRSP files. Within a 
week after the Client Orientation Form is filed the client begins urinalysis. 

Deviations From Intended Client Recruitment 

There are no apparent problems with the formal aspects of entering new cli
ents into the pre-trial DTE program. The number of PRSP case managers 
and corrections technicians is adequate to orient and complete the paperwork 
for the number of clients entering the program which has been a maximum of 
55 per month in January 1992, but is more typically around 30 per month. 
(In 1991, 380 clients entered the PRSP DrrE program and 307 clients termi
nated. In the first ten months of 1992 there were 235 entries and 300 
termina tions.) 
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Th0re are some potential concerns about whether the current procedures for 
seleciing pre-trial DTE clients actually do select the most appropriate clients 
for DTE. Three filters determine who will be selected for the pre-trial DTE 
program: 

1. the intake interview, which determines which anestees will be held 
for arraignment, 

2. the selection of arrestees who will be released under PRSP super
vision, and 

3. the selection of PRSP supervisees who will be selected for DTE. 

An additional factor complicates this situation. The police apprehend nearly 
50,000 persons in Multnomah County each year. About 25,000 of these ap
prehensions result in arrests and intake interviews. The remainder become 
"citations in lieu of arrest" where the citee is required to appear for arraign
ment but is not detained. As a result, the citee will not have an intake 
interview and therefore will never even be considered as a DTE client. It is 
unclear how many "citations in lieu of arrest" might be eligible for PRSP 
andlor DTE, but current recruitment procedures tend to exclude these per
sons from each program. 

Adjunct Client Processing 

Intended Adjunct Client Processing 

The pre-trial DTE program was intended to supply each client with an 
evaluation of drug abuse severity and to refer appropriate clients to suitable 
drug treatment programs. PRSP case managers of DTE clients were to en
courage client compliance by emphasizing both the sanctions clients could 
receive for non-compliance and the availability of drug treatment for those 
who had difficulty abstaining from drug use. All pre-trial DTE clients are 
supposed to see a DTE drug evaluator within two to six weeks of entering the 
program. Furthermore, PRSP case managers are supposed to arrange an 
additional drug evaluation for any pre-trial DTE client who misses or tests 
positive on three or more drug tests within 90 days. 

From the beginning of the DTE program, two full-time DTE drug evaluators 
were available for doing drug evaluations. Currently Multnomah County 
funds support a third full-time DTE drug evaluator. Among them the three 
evaluators can do about 45 evaluations per week, three interviews per 
evaluator each morning and write-ups of these into reports in the afternoon. 
The central evaluation form is the Addiction Severity Index (Exhibit D), 
which gives a numeric index of addiction severity. The evaluators supple-
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ment this with a narrative report of the client's history and personal, medi
cal, and social problems. The evaluations are intended for use by case 
managers and judges, prosecutors, and defense attorneys to assist in plea 
bargaining, trial, and sentencing. 

Multnomah County boasts a large number of drug treatment programs rep
resenting a wide array of modalities and treatment styles. Programs range 
from residential medical treatment of alcohol/drug addiction to participation 
in Alcoholics Anonymous/Narcotics Anonymous programs. As of July 1993, 
the Multnomah Department of Community Corrections had nearly $3 million 
in contracts with drug treatment agencies for the provision of drug treatment 
services to Department of Community Corrections' clients. About two-thirds 
of this money is for residential drug treatment servicI':s. In addition, the 
Multnomah County Department of Social Services contracts for additional 
drug treatment slots, and these slots are available to clients of the Depart
ment of Community Corrections. 

Deviations From Intended Adjunct Client Processing 

DTE staff is more than adequate to evaluate all entering pre-trial DTE cli
ents. Several issues have affected the evaluation process, however. First, as 
of February 1992 some staffing problems (due to illness) have created a 
scheduling backlog so that evaluations must be scheduled from two weeks to 
as far as six weeks in advance. Many PRSP clients are on an expedited court 
docket which means that the time between arraignment and sentence is 
usually less than three months. This suggests that some pre-trial DTE cli
ents might never be evaluated, since they leave the pre-trial DTE program 
before their scheduled evaluation. 

A second problem is that more than half of all clients fail to appear for their 
evaluations. Of the 615 clients who entered the PRSP DTE program between 
January 1991 and October 1992, only 304 were ultimately evaluated. rrhis 
figure understates the problem, however, since many of these 304 clients 
were evaluated only after missing several scheduled evaluation appoint
ments. These missed appointments are obviously wasteful of DrrE resources. 
They are probably also detrimental to the DTE program in terms of evaluator 
morale and the message they send to clients about how much clients in the 
program can get away with. 

Furthermore there does not seem to be any sanctioning policy in place for 
those clients who miss their evaluation appointments. (The next section will 
discuss the overall low level of sanctioning in the PRSP DTE program.) This 
lack of sanctioning is partly due to the apparent lack of any clear-cut policy 
on what use PRSP case managers and other elements of Multnomah County's 
criminal justice system should make of the evaluations. 
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PRSP case managers would probably value evaluations more if they were an 
adjunct to getting the proper clients into drug treatment programs. But in 
fact there seems to be little drug treatment within the pre-trial D1.'E pro
gram. There are several reasons for this: 

1. The Department of Community Corrections has given priority to 
probation and parole clients for access to treatment pl'ograms. 
State funding requires that the Department of Community Correc
tions focus its resources on high-risk, post-trial clients. Given this 
situation, pre-trial clients with an apparently high-priority need for 
drug treatment may be assigned a relatively low priority need com
pared to probationers and parolees. 

2. Many drug users are diverted from pre-trial supervision into the 
STOP Drug Diversion program. 

3. DTE clients spend a relatively short time in the pre-trial program, 
due to the expedited court docket. Drug treatment programs and 
case managers hesitate to enroll clients in programs when it is 
likely that those clients may quickly leave the program when pre
trial DTE supervision ends. 

The DTE evaluator we interviewed knows only one PRSP case manager who 
followed up on the evaluation and tried to get a client into treatment. This 
trend appears to be confirmed by the fact that very few treatment referrals 
are made by PRSP. Neither judges, prosecutors, nor defense attorneys ap
pear to be using the evaluations in plea-bargaining or sentencing. It is not 
entirely clear whether this is because PRSP case managers do not provide 
them with evaluations or because judges, prosecutors, and attorneys choose 
not to use the evaluations which they do receive. Since evaluations are not 
being used, there is little emphasis on ensuring that clients participate in 
them. 

The lack of drug treatment for pre-trial clients is unfortunate because the 
evaluations which do occur suggest that many persons in Multnomah 
County's PRSP DTE program are desperately in need of various kinds of in
terventions and treatments. Among those who were evaluated the evaluators 
found that: 

• 22% needed medical treatment, 

• 36% needed family or social counseling or intervention, 

• 27% needed treatment for alcohol dependence, 

• 52% needed treatment for drug addiction, 
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• 42% needed assistance with legal issues, 

• 23% needed psychological counseling or treatment, and 

• 34% needed employment counseling. 

Ultimately evaluators recommended that 70% of those they evaluated needed 
some form of substance abuse treatment. Of those needing treatment, 
half--or 35% of all evaluated clients-needed some form of outpatient treat
ment, two-fifths-or 27% of all evaluated clients-needed intensive 
outpatient treatment, and the remainder-8% of all evaluated cli
ents-required hospitalization or treatment in some other form of inpatient 
care. 

It is worth noting here that the Department of Community Corrections has 
had an on-going concern with the allocation of treatment and other resources 
to pretrial clients. Currently a substantial number of arrestees charged with 
drug possession receive treatment in the S.T.O.P. Drug Diversion Program. 
This program is supported jointly by federal, City of Portland, and Mult
nomah County funds. 

Client Sanctioning' and Rewarding 

Intended Client Sanctioning and Rewarding 

When clients fail to appear, fail to provide a urine sample, are excused from 
testing, or provide a bogus sample, corrections technicians complete a "Report 
of 'No-Show' Or 'No Test'" form (Exhibit E) and send a copy to the PRSP case 
managers. When clients are intoxicated, report drug abuse, or behave im
properly during urine collection visits, corrections technicians complete 
Incident Report Forms (Exhibit F) and send copies to PRSP case managers 
who must complete the forms and return them to corrections technicians for 
entry into the urinalysis logs. Corrections technicians also send copies of 
these reports to the DTE computer clerk who enters the data into the DTE 
computer database. 

Every second week the DTE computer clerk creates a list of clients who cur
rently have three or more failures to appear for urine collection or positive 
urinalyses and sends these to the appropriate DTE corrections technicians. 
The technicians provide each PRSP case manager with an Offender Action 
Form (Exhibit G) for each client on this list. The case managers complete 
these forms and return them to the technicians who enter any actions taken 
into the urinalysis logs. The technicians then send these files to the DTE 
computer clerk who enters all sanctioning actions into the DTE database. 
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PRSP case managers have considerable latitude in determining their re
sponse to a PRSP client who is seriously violating the conditions of his pre
trial release. For instance, they can counsel the client, require more frequent 
meetings with him, or require that he obtain treatment for substance abuse 
or other problems. In extreme cases they can notify the court of the client's 
behavior and request that the court schedule a hearing for the client. These 
hearings can lead to sanctioning of a client or even revocation of a client's 
pre-trial release. 

The DTE program provides formal guidelines for how PRSP case managers 
should respond to DTE clients who violate provisions of either the PRSP or 
the DTE program. First, after one or two failures to appear or positive uri
nalyses within a ninety day period, PRSP case managers should counsel 
clients and remind them of treatment possibilities. After three failures to 
appear or positive urinalyses within a ninety day period case, managers 
should schedule a drug evaluation and a show-cause hearing before the court. 
The Multnomah County Sheriff has set aside five beds in the jail to sanction 
pre-trial DTE clients for non-compliance. 

Deviations From Intended Client Sanctioning and Rewarding 

Prior to November 1~91 the court did not sanction DTE clients for non
compliance. The judges have altered this policy since then, and the court 
now schedules show-cause hearings when PRSP case managers report two 
failures to appear for a drug test or positive drug tests. Ninety percent of 
non-complying clients will receive some sanction (frequently a couple of days 
in jail) after a show-cause hearing. The court also will detain pre-trial re
leasees on high bail after a second show-cause hearing. 

The expedited docket poses a major problem here. Show-cause hearings are 
typically scheduled two weeks to a month in advance. By then many clients 
are out of pre-trial DTE's supervision. The median time in the PRSP DTE 
program is only 45 days while over a quarter of all PRSP DTE clients are in 
the program a month or less. The court would like to resolve this problem 
with immediate show-cause hearings. In addition about half of all clients fail 
to appear for show-cause hearings. Warrants are issued against them, but no 
officers are available to serve these warrants, so this is an empty gesture. 

Between January 1991 and October 1992, 3,184 urinalysis tests were sched
uled for PRSP DTE clients. These resulted in 1,649 failures to appear for . 
testing and 455 positive tests. Thus about two-thirds of all scheduled tests 
resulted in violations. Over half (355) of all PRSP DTE clients failed to 
submit scheduled urine samples on two or more occasions. Fifteen percent 
(135) failed to submit five or more. About one-third (222) of all PRSP DTE 
clients tested positive on at least one occasion for one or more drugs. Over 
10% (63) tested positive on three or more occasions. 
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As a result of these lapses case managers initiated supervisory action against 
64 clients. Of these, eleven had a second action initiated and three had a 
third. Of these 78 supervisory actions, only 14 resulted in revocation of pre
trial release. In an additional 32 supervisory actions, either the court was 
informed or a court hearing was set. As a result of "show-cause" hearings, 
nine clients were sent to jail for two days and then returned to the program 
while 23 clients were removed from the program and remanded to custody. 

Despite the considerable number of infractions of program rules, case man
agers seem to have initiated little disciplinary action. What disciplinary 
actions were initiated seem to have resulted in little actual sanctioning. In 
all probability increasing the level of sanctioning would greatly reduce the 
number of "no-shows" for evaluation and urine collection as well as the num
ber of positive drug tests. However, it is worth noting that, given the current 
jail population pressure, revoked DTE pre-trial clients are likely to pose a low 
enough risk of flight/re-offense that they may be released under the Sheriff's 
"population release" authority. Thus sanctioning of pre-trial DTE clients was 
and is likely to remain a "paper tiger." 

Client Termination or Continuation 

Intended Client Termination or Continuation 

Pre-trial clients, including DTE clients, successfully complete their super
vised release when they are sentenced. Clients are terminated from DTE if 
their pre-trial release is revoked either for failure to appear or positive uri
nalyses. DTE clients are also terminated from DTE for other reasons, 
unrelated to the program, such as abscondment or re-arrest. In all such 
cases PRSP case managers must complete the Offender Tracking Form 
(described above) and submit this to the DTE corrections technician within 
five days. The corrections technician must sign this form and send it and all 
the client's urinalysis log forms to the DTE central office. There the DTE 
computer clerk enters the termination data into the DTE database. Finally 
the DTE central office files all client paperwork. 

Deviations From Intended Client Termination or Continuation 

The considerable number of infractions of DTE rules means that the majority 
of PRSP clients who are also DTE clients are unsuccessfully terminated from 
the DTE program although they may still successfully complete PRSP. Be
tween January 1991 and October 1992, only 16.5% (86) ofPRSP clients in the 
DTE program successfully terminated the DTE program. This is in marked 
contrast to the 70.1% of these same clients who successfully terminated 
PRSP. 
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The DTE program compliance of PRSP clients in DTE has risen slightly since 
the beginning of the program. Rates at which clients fail to appear for test
ing consistently remained around 50%, between the first quarter of 1991 and 
the third quarter of 1992. But program compliance increased, because the 
proportion of completed urine tests which tested positive for any drug de
clined from 40% to 22%. Overall the proportion of scheduled urinalyses 
which resulted in either a failure to appear for testing or a positive drug test 
declined from 70% in the first quarter of 1991 to 58% in the third quarter of 
1992. Despite this increase in program compliance, DTE failure rates among 
PRSP clients actually increased slightly, rising from 70.1% in the first quar
ter of 1991 to 82% in the third quarter of 1992. Apparently program 
compliance has little impact on a PRSP client's ability to successfully com
plete the DTE program. Improved access to drug treatment could 
conceivably alter this situation. 

Furthermore the 83 clients who were randomly selected for the control com
ponent of the PRSP DTE program (i.e. they did not participate in the random 
drug testing component of DTE) actually experienced a lower percentage of 
pre-sentence release failure (18%) than that experienced by the 526 PRSP 
DTE clients who were supposed to receive random drug testing (30%). These 
figures suggest that the PRSP DTE program as it currently operates does not 
increase the success of PRSP clients. 

Program Linkage to Other DTE Programs 

The main link between the pre-trial component of DTE and probation is the 
use of pre-trial DTE evaluations and urinalysis results by probation officers 
during the probation intake process. Currently about one-quarter of the 250 
to 300 new probation clients who are processed each month have had a pre
sentence investigation. Therefore the pre-trial DTE evaluations are a valu
able supplementary source of information for probation officers who are doing 
risk assessments of new probation clients. Aside from DTE evaluations, the 
only bases for such assessments are an interview of the new client and a 
search of various law enforcement databases such as the FBI's NCIC system. 

Other than this use of the DTE evaluation there appear to be no explicit 
linkages between the pre-trial and post-sentence components of DTE. Since 
an estimated 75% of those on pre-trial drug testing go on to probation, link
ages between pre-trial DTE and probation DTE should be an essential part of . 
the program. 

Such linkages are important because the expedited court docket means that 
termination of a client's pre-trial DTE participation as a result of sentencing 
may occur long before that client has actually demonstrated a drug-free life
style or successfully completed a drug treatment program. At the very least 
clients in the pre-trial DTE program who are sentenced to probation should 
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have as an added condition of probation continued participation in any drug 
treatment programs they were enrolled in at time of sentencing and contin
ued participation in the probation component of DTE if they have not had a 
long enough period in the pre-trial DTE program. 

Summary Of Process Evaluation For The Pre-Trial DTE Program 

Generally the pre-trial DTE program in Multnomah County functions as in
tended. However some aspects of the program are operating at substantial 
variance from original plans. Some of these have been affected by a scarcity 
of resources that has adverse impacts on all components of the criminal jus
tice system. Other aspects of the program may be brought into conformity 
with the original intentions of the DTE program by some relatively minor 
changes in implementation. 

Pre-trial DTE has the resources to evaluate all new pre-trial DTE clients 
when they enter the program. The DTE evaluation is a valuable aspect of 
the program and one which can be used by other elements of the criminal 
justice system including the courts and probation and parole. Therefore all 
pre-trial DTE clients should be evaluated during their orientation, and cli
ents who fail to appear for their evaluation should receive sanctions similar 
to those imposed for fa,ilure to appear for testing and positive drug tests. 

Currently PRSP case managers seem not to use the DTE evaluations. When 
the evaluations suggest the need for drug treatment, case managers appear 
stymied by a lack of resources to fund drug treatment and by an apparent 
unwillingness of drug treatment programs to accept clients who may leave 
their treatment as soon as pre-trial supervision ceases. The availability of 
more funds for drug treatment and a carryover of DTE supervision from pre
trial through probation might resolve these issues and encourage PRSP case 
managers to make more use of DTE evaluations and drug treatment for cli
ents. Alternatively, given the uncertainty that drug treatment for PRSP 
DTE clients will continue into their post-sentence disposition, it might be 
better to consider cost effective alternatives to drug treatment for these cli
ents, such as a drug education program and referrals to Alcoholics 
Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous, or similar free programs. 

The sanctioning process for failures to appear for evaluations and urinalyses 
and for urinalyses which test positive for drugs should be expedited and en
forced. Immediate show-cause hearings for pre-trial DTE clients seem· 
necessary in light of the expedited docket. But show-cause hearings and the 
penalties imposed by them currently have no teeth, since the failure to ap
pear rate of pre-trial DTE clients for these hearings is currently about 50%. 
The time of warrant-serving officers must be made available so that FTAs for 
show-cause hearings can be sanctioned. 
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DTE must work to ensure that pre-trial clients' evaluations, urinalysis log 
sheets, and explanations of the significance of these items reach trial judges, 
prosecutors, and defense attorneys and are used in making plea bargains and 
sentencing decisions. One possibility is tagging the court files of DTE clients 
so that court officers are aware that these files contain DTE information. 
Another is separately scheduling all DTE cases to appear together on the 
court docket. In any case DTE clients should be aware that their DTE rec
ords will be considered by the court. This may further encourage their 
compliance with the program. 

Currently the Department of Community Corrections has established a 
committee, including staff from Presentence Investigation, Intake, field su
pervision offices, and the Pretrial Release Office, whose purpose is to enhance 
case flow and operational linkages. This committee is aware of the issues 
raised in this evaluation of the DTE pre-trial program and will almost cer
tainly adopt measures to 'addreGs the problems with pre-trial DTE mentioned 
in this evaluation. 
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The Impact of the DTE Pre-Trial Program 

Evaluation Design 

Evaluation of the use of DTE during pre-trial release is based on an experi
mental design. Eighty-five percent of the PRSP clients who were eligible for 
DTE were randomly selected for referral to the program based on the last two 
digits of their identification number. The remaining eligible clients serve as 
a control group. The sample used in the impact analysis consists of 251 pre
trial cases: a treatment group of 168 DTE clients randomly chosen from those 
referred to DTE, and a control group of all those not referred to DTE (n=83)*. 

The cases in the treatment and control group appear similar in demographic 
characteristics and criminal activity. Our analysis found no significant differ
ences between the groups in age, race, sex, the current offense charge, or 
number of prior arrests. Most sample members were male (79%) and most 
were white (58%). Although 36% had been arrested less than three times be
fore the current offense (34% of the treatment group and 40% of the control 
group), most had lengthier arrest records, with 18% reporting 11 or more 
prior arrests (Table 1). 

The goals of the pre-trial DTE program included reducing criminal activity, 
obtaining abstinence from drug use during pre-trial release, identifying de
fendants in need of treatment and connecting them to treatment providers, 
and linking the pre-trial and post-adjudication supervision of drug-involved 
offenders. In the absence of drug testing or self-report data on the control 
group, it was not possible to assess differences in drug abstinence, early 
treatment entry, or linkage of pre-trial and post-adjudication supervision. 
However, evidence from the process evaluation and records from the DTE 
program suggest that problems in implementation limited goal attainment in 
these areas. Only 14% of the clients appeared for all scheduled tests; 46% 
missed more than half of their scheduled tests. Of those who appeared for at 
least one test (n=139), 60% tested positive on one or more tests. Over one
third (34%) tested positive on more than three-quarters of their tests (Table 
2). Relatively few evaluations of drug problems were completed, and efforts to 
refer clients to treatment were not vigorously pursued for reasons described 
in the process evaluation. Although violations of DTE conditions led many 
DTE clients to be terminated from the testing program, testing violations did 
not result in sanctions by the court or change PRSP completion rates. 

* Forty-eight cases originally selected for the sample were excluded because the records on ar
rests could not be obtained or matched to DTE files. 
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The indicator of criminal activity used in this impact analysis is re-arrests. 
This indicator of criminal activity does not, therefore, measure criminal activ
ity in which the offender is not apprehended. The impact analysis examines 
the effects of DTE on any arrests: (1) during DTE participation, and (2) be
tween referral to DTE and January 1993 (3 to 23 months depending on date 
of referral to DTE), using logistic regression models that controlled for prior 
arrests, age, race, sex, and offense type. During the evaluation time period, 
45% of the sample members were re-arrested after starting DTE, 25% more 
than once. Because the amount of time on pre-trial release and the amount 
of time in the community after sentencing varies, the analysis also examined 
the number of rearrests per 30 days of active supervision, using linear re
gression models that controlled for the same client characteristics. 

Results 

The probability of arrest did not differ between the treatment and control 
group during DTE or across the entire period of study (Table 3) showed no 
differences between the treatment and control group, either during DTE 
participation (Modell) or following entry into DTE (Model 2). Similarly, the 
number of arrests per 30 days between entry into DTE and January 1993 did 
not differ significantly between DTE participants and those not in DTE, con
trolling for other variables (Table 4). 
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Table 1: 
Description of Sample of Pretrial Clients 

Did Not Receive 
Received DTE DTE Total 

(n=168) (n=83) (n=2S1) 

Age Groups 
18-25 36% 33% 35% 
26-34 36% 42% 38% 
35 and older 29% 28% 28% 

Sex 
Male 80% 78% 79% 
Female 20% 22% 21% 

Race 
White 60% 54% 58% 
African-American 31% 30% 31% 
Other 9% 16% 12% 

Offense 
Drug felonies 88% 88% 88% 
Other felonies 12% 12% 12% 

Number of Prior Arrests 
0-2 34% 40% 36% 
3-10 49% 41% 46% 
11 or more 17% 19% 18% 

Number of Rearrests 
During DTE 
0 86% 87% 86% 
1 10% 12% 11% 
2 3% 0% 2% 
3 or more 1% 1% 1% 

Number of Rearrests After 
Start of DTE 
0 54% 55% 55% 
1 20% 23% 21% 
2 10% 10% 10% 
3 or more 16% 12% 15% 
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Table 2: 
OTE Violations for Tested Pretrial Clients 

Table 3: 

Percentage of Scheduled Tests Missed (n=168) 
None 
1·25% 
26-50% 
51·75% 
76% or more 

Percentage of Tests Which Were Positive 
None 
1·25% 
26·50% 
51·75% 
76% or more 

14% 
16% 
24% 
18% 
28% 

40% 
7% 

12% 
7% 

34% 

Logistic Regression Odds Ratios of the Effects of OTE Participation on Re
arrests of Clients on Pretrial Release 

Model 1 Model 2 
Any Arrest Any Arrest 
During DTE After DTE Start 

Intercept .26 1.90 

Number of Prior Arrests 1.'14 *** 1.12 *** 

Drug Felony Charge 1.11 1.39 

Race (other omitted) 
White 2.67 1.20 
Black 1.30 .82 

Male .39 .71 

Age Group (35+ omitted) 
18-25 .30 * .38 ** 
26·34 .72 .57 

DTE Participation .78 .89 

df 242 242 

• p <; .05 

.. p<;.Ol 

... p <; .001 
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Table 4: 
Regression Coefficients of the Effects of DTE Participation and Drug 
Problem Severity on Rearrests of Offenders on Pretrial Release 

Intercept 

Number of Prior Arrests 

Drug Felony Charge 

Race (other omitted) 
White 
Black 

Male 

Age Group (35+ omitted) 
18-25 
26-34 

DTE Participation 

df 

R2 (corrected) 

• p < .05 
•• P < .01 

••• P < .001 

Number of Arrests After 
Start of OTE 

.01 

.01 *h 

-.01 

-.02 
-.01 

.03 

.05 ** 

.00 

.01 

241 

.13 
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The Process Evaluation of the Probation and Parole OTE 
Program 

Introduction 

Part of the original intent of Multnomah County's probation and parole DTE 
was to select a subset of probation and parole clients and subject them to an 
extended period of drug testing with evaluation and drug treatment when 
appropriate. DTE guidelines for probation/parole officers and case managers 
suggest that client participation should be for a period of three to six months. 
This is a standard model of how random drug testing should be utilized in 
probation and parole programs. In this model random drug testing is either 
a compliance monitoring technique, often as an adjunct to a treatment pro
gram, with associated sanctions to ensure clients' cooperation, or a process for 
detecting when clients may need drug treatment. However, the DTE guide
lines allowed probation/parole officers considerable latitude in using DTE. 
For example, probation/parole officers were free to use DTE primarily as a 
tool for monitoring and controlling the substance abuse of clients whom they 
suspected of drug abuse. 

Multnomah County probation/parole officers have taken advantage of the 
latitude the DTE program offers them and it is not uncommon for proba
tion/parole officers to shift drug using clients in and out of the DTE program 
depending on clients' current behavior. Probation/parole officers put a client 
into the DTE program when they wish to sanction and/or increase control 
over that client. They remove a client from the program when that client's 
behavior no longer seems to warrant the level of supervision that DTE pro
vides. In essence they use the DTE program as an additional tool for 
controlling and supervising all aspects of client behavior. They do not always 
treat it as an integrated program for controlling and treating drug abuse. 

This approach is consistent with the original, broad intentions of the DTE 
program, which included the concept that probation/parole officers might use 
DTE as a case management tool. Partly because the responses of proba
tion/parole officers to DTE are so important to the successful operation of the 
DTE program, BOTEC Analysis Corporation and the Urban Institute con
ducted a confidential survey of Multnomah County's probation/parole officers. 
A brief description of this survey is provided in Appendix C of this report. 
Responses to our questionnaire suggest that the majority of probation/parole 
officers use DTE in the majority of cases as a case management tool for cli
ents at risk of drug abuse. For example, they may assign clients to DTE for 
indications of current drug use or assign drug abusing clients to DTE in lieu 
of drug treatment. 
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However, some probation/parole officers will use DTE as a case management 
tool for occasional clients who are not necessarily at high risk of drug abusing 
behavior. It is likely that these probation/parole officers may feel that almost 
all their clients are at risk of drug abusing behavior and therefore almost all 
are eligible for DTE whether they are manifesting' such behavior or not. 

Client Recruitment 

Intended Client Recruitment 

During probation and parole intake, Multnomah County Community Correc
tions Department intake officers use the Oregon Risk Assessment instrument 
to evaluate the risk of violence which new clients may present to the com
munity. Intake officers classify clients as low, medium, or high risk, or "red 
flag" cases where the client is believed to be extremely dangerous. 

Parole officers base the level of supervision and amounts of time they can al
locate to clients upon these classifications. 

A probation/parole officer is allowed about three-quarters of an hour per 
month to supervise low risk offenders. Probation/parole officers basically su
pervise these offenders by mail. Probation/parole officers are allowed about 
one-and-a-half hours to supervise medium risk offenders. These offenders 
should visit their probation/parole officer's office at least once each month 
and the probation/parole officer should visi~ them at home once every other 
month. Probation/parole officers are allowed about two-and-half hours to su
pervise high risk offenders. These offenders should receive a monthly home 
visit and have at least two face-to-face meetings with their probation/parole 
officer each month. 

This classification system is complicated by the fact that probation/parole of
ficers can change clients' classifications at any time by completing a new risk 
assessment form. In fact probation/parole officers are required to reassess 
each client every six months. Probation/parole officers use re-classification to 
distribute their time and resources among different clients. If a client's be
havior seems to be out of control, a probation/parole officer will increase his 
or her risk assessment. On the other hand, clients who are behaving them
selves can be given a lower risk assessment so that the probation/parole 
officer will not have to allocate as much time to that client. Both clients and 
probation/parole officers regard reclassification partly as a sanction, since 
higher risk assessments place more onerous responsibilities on clients. 

Even though the probation and parole DTE program is intended for high risk 
clients with drug problems, because offenders' risk scores and classifications 
can change over time, clients are not necessarily removed from DTE if their 
risk management score changes. If this were the case clients would con-
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stantly be entering and leaving DTE which would contravene the intent of 
the urinalysis program and interfere with the continuity of testing. 

The processes which probation/parole officers use to enroll clients in the pro
bation and parole DTE program are essentially the same as those which 
PRSP case managers use, described earlier in this report. The allocation of 
DTE slots to probation/parole officers varies among the branch offices. Most 
branch offices rely on a "first come, first served" method fOl' providing avail
able DTE slots. A probation/parole officer can assign a client to one of these 
slots by filling an Offender Tracking Form and giving it to the corrections 
technician in his or her branch office. Similarly, a probation/parole officer 
can remove a client from a DTE slot by completing an Offender Tracking 
Form and giving it to the corrections technician. 

Deviations From Intended Client Recruitment 

In practice, although current or past drug use seem to be the primary criteria 
which probation/parole officers use when shifting clients into and out of the 
DTE programs, other criteria are also considered. In a survey of 84 proba
tion/parole officers, 55% reported using signs of current drug abuse as a 
circumstance which made them want to put a client on DTE. Thirty-five per
cent reported that a ~ourt or hearing board order would be a circumstance 
which would make them want to put a client on DTE. Thirty-one percent 
said a desire for closer supervision of a client would be a reason for putting 
clients on DTE. Other circumstances which probation/parole officers sug
gested as reasons for putting a client on DTE included: a history of drug use 
(27%), as a replacement for drug treatment (27%), and need for additional 
case management (20%). Thus client control seems to be a very important 
consideration, just behind current and past drug abuse, when proba
tion/parole officers decide whether to place a client on DTE. 

Among the additional factors probation/parole officers consider when deciding 
whether to assign a client to the DTE program are the following: 

1. Work schedule: Clients with regular work hours have difficulty 
with the DTE program because the 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM hours for 
urine collection interfere with their employment. This is an ex
tremely important consideration since reintegration of clients into 
the community is a major responsibility for probation/parole offi
cers. Forty-eight percent of the probation/parole officers in our 
sample said that DTE interfering with work hours is a major prob
lem; 39% said it is a minor problem. 

Currently the Department of Community Corrections is planning to 
open a Day Reporting Center which will operate during evening 
hours and w~lich will include a drug testing component. The exis-
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tence of this Center should make it easier for probation/parole offi
cers to assign clients with regular work hours to the DTE program. 

2. Participation in special programs: Clients participating in special 
programs may be excluded from DTE for the same reasons as are 
clients with a full-time, day shift job. 

3. The distance a client must travel to provide a urine specimen: 
Branch offices and probation/parole officers have only limited num
bers of bus tickets, which they can provide to clients. Any client on 
DTE who requires bus tickets will need eight per month. This 
problem is compounded for female clients since only two branch of
fices have female correction technicians. In our sample 24% of 
Probation/parole officers reported client travel as being a major 
problem with DTE while 62% reported it as a minor problem. 

4. The general capability of clients to adhere to rules and regulations: 
One probation/parole officer presented anecdotal evidence to sug
gest that some clients are well intentioned and could benefit from 
the DTE program, but are just not capable of meeting program re
quirements. 

5. The general'behavior of clients: The prevailing attitude of proba
tion/parole officers seems to be that drug testing is a valuable tool 
for controlling client misbehavior, whether or not that behavior 
explicitly and primarily involves the use of drugs. 

6. The time allocated to a client based on hislher risk assessment: 
The extra work a probation/parole officer must expend on clients in 
the DTE program almost by definition excludes from the program 
low risk clients, who are allocated a maximum of about three
quarter hours of supervision per month. 

Drug using clients are a major problem for probation/parole officers. The 
probation/parole officers in our survey had an average of 94 clients; an aver
age of 34 used drugs, and in the opinion of our probation/parole officers an 
average of 29 needed drug treatment. On average, probation/parole officers 
had nine clients in DTE and 14 in some sort of drug treatment. Obviously 
DTE has significantly increased the amount of drug-related supervision pro
bation/parole officers can provide, although just as obviously probation/parole 
officers could easily use still more capacity for drug-related supervision. 

Probation and parole officers have always wanted the option of requiring 
their clients to submit to random drug tests. Prior to the DTE program this 
was difficult for several reasons. First, there was very little funding to pay 
for urinalyses. Managers consequently discouraged the frequent use of uri-
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nalyses by probation/parole officers. Second, unassisted probation/parole of
ficers had to conduct and manage urine collection and all other aspects of 
urinalysis except the testing itself. This was unpleasant, messy, and inordi
nately time consuming. Third, random drug testing required that 
probation/parole officers collect urine in clients' residences. This sometimes 
subjected probation/parole officers to extremely hazardous conditions. 

Probation/parole officers are enthusiastic about DTE because they see it as 
an opportunity to put clients on a random drug testing regimen without 
having to worry about constraints on their time or resources. Although al
most all probation/parole officers in our sample had minor complaints about 
DTE, all were enthusiastically in favor of the program as a whole. 

Mter selecting clients for DTE, probation/parole officers must arrange for 
them to enter the program. The arrangements which probation/parole offi
cers must make vary among the branch offices and differ somewhat from the 
procedures the program's designers envisioned. Seventy-seven percent of the 
probation/parole officers in our sample report they must fill out Offender 
Tracking Form to place a client in DTE; 36% report they must contact the 
DTE office; dmall numbers report having to check OIl whether DTE slots are 
available or having to obtain consent to perform urinalyses. In addition, 67% 
report they must check with another person before placing a client on DTE. 
Six probation/parole officers report that they must check with a court or 
hearing board, one reports he must check with his supervisor. On the whole 
though, the procedure which probation/parole officers use to get clients into 
the DTE program seems to be as efficient and easy as its designers intended. 

Adjunct Client Processing 

Intended Adjunct Client Processing 

One implicit intention of the DTE program was to channel clients needing 
drug treatment into an appropriate drug treatment program. The Mu-lt
nomah County Drug Testing and Evaluation Procedures Manual explicitly 
states that while all participating agencies should manage clients as they did 
before the DTE program, officers of the participating agencies should em
phasize the availability of drug treatment programs to clients. This 
emphasis on treatment should be particularly important in probation and pa
role where a fundamental goal is to remove impediments that hinder a 
client's reintegration into society. 

Deviations From Intended Adjunct Client Processing 

Some probation/parole officers whom we interviewed see the DTE program as 
a way around the difficulties of enrolling clients in substance abuse treat-
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ment programs. Drug treatment programs are expensive, require the use of 
scarce state or county subsidies, and are often averse to providing proba
tion/parole officers with drug test results, since the treatment programs see 
themselves as medical treatments and not surveillance and control mecha
nisms. Furthermore, drug treatment in Multnomah County is still 
inconveniently concentrated in Portland and probation/parole officers must 
struggle to get clients into appropriate treatment programs and keep them 
there. By enrolling clients in DTE probation/parole officers can use drug 
testing to monitor and control, if not always treat, clients' substance abuse 
problems. 

This is not to say that probation/parole officers would not prefer to couple 
DTE with drug treatment in the case of most clients. In our survey of proba
tion/parole officers, eighty percent stated that the lack of drug-treatment 
slots was a problem they had with the DTE program, and fifty percent stated 
that this was a major problem. 

Client Sanctioning 

Intended Client Sanctioning 

Probation/parole officers should use measures of client participation in the 
DTE program and DTE VA results to supervise clients and ensure clients' 
adherence to court orders. In pursuance of this, probation/parole officers 
should report to the court any occurrence of three failures to appear for urine 
collection or urinalyses that test positive for drugs. The courts should sanc
tion this behavior in some fashion. However, the manner of sanctioning DTE 
probation and parole clients is never officially specified. 

Deviations From Intended Client Sanctioning 

In practice probation/parole officers record all failures to appear for urine 
collection and all positive urinalyses whether or not they occur in the DTE 
program. This is part of a recent informal policy of recording all interactions 
with clients and all client infractions. Probation/parole officers have adopted 
this policy out of a concern over potential negligence claims. This concern 
arises from a recent civil suit in which probation officers were found partly 
liable for damages caused by a probation client. 

Probation/parole officers report all failures to appear and positive urinalyses 
of DTE clients to the court. However, probation/parole officers express a 
great deal of concern for clients. At least one officer we interviewed said that 
he will determine why failures to appear occur. Often clients honestly forget 
or have a reasonable excuse and he will add this to his court report or not re
port this failure to appear to the court at all. 
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Despite probation/parole officers' detailed reporting of DTE violations, a lack 
of sanctioning resources means that clients will not usually be punished in 
any way for technical violations of probation or parole. In fact proba
tion/parole officers are actively discouraged from seeking hearings for 
technical violations, because such hearings are costly and disruptive to the 
criminal justice system as a whole. The probation/parole officers in our 
sample clearly thought that the lack of sanctioning capacity was a serious 
flaw in DTE's operation. Fifty-four percent thought it was a major problem 
that DTE had no effective method of sanctioning violations. An additional 
34% thought this was a minor problem. 

However, probation/parole officers do use informal sanctioning procedures to 
deal with positive urinalyses. Although it is not a standard or encouraged 
procedure, in the event of a positive urinalysis some probation/parole officers 
will immediately search the client's home for drugs, drug paraphernalia, or 
other contraband. (A frequent condition of probation and parole is the waiver 
by clients of Fourth Amendment rights against search and seizure. This is a 
standard part of the "drug package" for probationers with a drug problem.) 
Any contraband the officer discovers is a violation of condition ten of the pro
bation/parole agreement which forbids behavior in violation of the law. With 
or without the discovery of such contraband the probation/parole officer can 
use positive urinalyses to justify increased surveillance and control of the cli
ent. Both clients and probation/parole officers regard such increases as 
onerous sanctions against the client. 

The probation/parole officers in our survey provided a variety of informal 
sanctioning procedures they might use to deal with clients who violate DTE 
restrictions. These included: providing warnings or reprimands (44%), add
ing additional probation or parole requirements (42%), requiring clients to 
obtain new or additional counseling and/or treatment (27%), requiring clients 
to submit to more frequent drug testing (12%), and subjecting clients to home 
visits (5%). 

The Multnomah County Community Corrections Department is currently 
using "tourniquet sanctions" for parolees and investigating their use for pro
bationers. ("Tourniquet sanction" programs involve gradually increasing the 
degree of sanctioning for each additional offense a client in the program 
commits. The theory is that for most clients a very mild sanction will dis
courage further violations, while repeat offenders will eventually be 
discouraged by the increasing level of sanctions to which they expose them
selves.) These sanctions might include alternative community service, house 
arrest, electronic monitoring, stays at the Restitution Center, or short jail 
terms. Local hearings officers will be granted power to impose the sanctions. 
This program has already proven successful in parole cases and legislation 
permitting its use in probation cases currently been enacted by the Oregon 
legislature. These tourniquet sanctions provide an added sanctioning capa-
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bility to the DTE program. At the time of our evaluation, however, there was 
no "tourniquet sanction" program. 

Client Termination or Continuation 

The designers of Multnomah County's DTE program were not explicit about 
many aspects of this program's probation and parole component. Since pro
bation/parole officers in the county are quite autonomous this may have been 
intentional. In particular, the circumstances under which probation and pa
role clients were to be continued in the DTE program were never clearly 
explicated aside from the guidelines that clients should be kept in the pro
gram for between three and six months and that clients who either fail to 
appear for their first four tests or who accumulate a 75% no-show rate over 
time should be dropped from the DTE program and not be allowed to re
enroll for at least two months. 

Eighty-six percent of the probation/parole officers we surveyed did, in fact, 
state that when they place a DTE client they have a minimum number of 
months which they plan to keep that client in the program. The median 
minimum length they plan is three months, in line with program guidelines. 
But many probation/parole officers plan for a minimum of less than three 
months. 

Sixty-five percent of surveyed probation/parole officers have a maximum 
number of months they plan to keep a client in DTE. The median maximum 
is six months. Again this is in line with program guidelines. But some pro
bation/parole officers have a maximum of as little a.s one month while one 
probation/parole officer plans to keep at least one client on DTE for five 
years. Probationers' and parolees' average length of stay in the DTE pro
gram is 107 days, well within program guidelines. 

There is some evidence that probation/parole officers move clients in and out 
of DTE depending on each client's responsiveness to DTE. Probation/parole 
officers in our survey report that after a median of ten and one half weeks of 
negative drug tests they will remove clients from DTE. However, at least one 
probation/parole officer requires ten months of negative tests for doing this. 
Furthermore fifty four percent (54%) of surveyed probation/parole officers re
port that they have returned clients to DTE after an earlier successful 
termination. The probation/parole officers reporting this had returned an av
erage of three such clients each to DTE during the preceding year. 

Summary Of Process Evaluation For The Probation And Parole DTE 
Program 

The designers of the Multnomah County DTE program allowed proba
tion/parole officers great latitude in how they could utilize DTE. As a result 
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county probation/parole officers have autonomously evolved the DTE proba
tion and parole process. As DTE's developers intended, probation and parole 
officers use DTE as an additional method of client surveillance and control. 
The drug testing DTE provides has become an added item in the progres
sively increasing level of surveillance and control that Probation/parole 
officers can impose upon clients. 

Probation/parole officers also use DTE as an informal sanctioning procedure. 
Probation/parole officers can force clients whom they perceive as having a 
drug problem into the DTE program. Not only does this provide the proba
tion/parole officer with increased control over clients, but also clients regard 
this as a sanction since to them the requirements of the DTE program are an 
annoying imposition. Enrollment in the DTE program thus becomes a sanc
tion for drug use or other client misbehavior. Furthermore, probation/parole 
officers can use failures to appear for urinalysis or positive urinalyses in the 
DTE program as justification for house searches and other onerous sanctions 
which they can independently impose on clients. 

Probation/parole officers' responses to our questionnaire suggest that this 
method of operation has its advantages. First, probation/parole officers are 
pleased with the program and are utilizing DTE's drug testing facilities. 
Second, probation/parole officers are using their experience to select clients 
whom they suspect will most benefit from DTE. Finally, probation/parole of
ficers believe that the informal method which they currently use to sanction 
DTE violations does provide them with additional effective control over client 
behavior. Although a variety of informal control and sanctioning procedures 
were already available to probation/parole officers before DTE -- for example, 
intensified home visits or upping a client's risk category -- DTE is perceived 
by probation and parole officers as a valuable addition to these procedures. 

It is worth noting here that, in general, Multnomah County's proba
tion/parole officers think in terms of controlling, rather than punishing, 
clients and tend more than is usually the case to blur the distinctions be
tween punishment and control. These officers tend to regard sanctions as a 
way of controlling clients by sharply reining them in. They also feel that 
measures for controlling clients are inherently sanctioning, since their clients 
find the obtrusiveness and restrictiveness of such controls obnoxious and un
comfortable. Furthermore, Multnomah County's probation/parole officers are 
fully aware that a lack of hearing time and jail space would prevent the more 
formal sanctioning procedures which were designed into DTE from operating 
in the intended manner. Therefore, both by inclination and force of circum
stances, Multnomah County's probation/parole officers tend to use D'rE as an 
additional case management tool for controlling the behavior of clients. As 
such, they regard it as a valuable addition to the resources they previously 
had for controlling client behavior. 
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At the time this report was completed the Multnomah County Department of 
Community Corrections was in the midst of a new training series on sub~ 
stance abuse interventions. Probation and parole officers are included in this 
training program. It is probable that this program will educate proba
tion/parole officers away from ever using DTE as a sanction rather than a 
method of surveillance and control. 
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The Impact Evaluation of the OTE Probation and Parole 
Program 

Evaluation Design 

Theoretically, DTE may reduce criminal activity and increase compliance 
with court orders in at least two ways: 

1. Deterrence. Deterrent effects are achieved if offenders reduce their 
drug use or abstain entirely from drug use to avoid penalties. The 
success of a drug program aimed at deterring drug use is expected 
to depend on the certainty, severity, and perhaps the celerity, of 
negative sanctions for testing positive or failing to appear for tests 
without an acceptable, verifiable excuse. 

2. Improved Access to Treatment. Improved detection of offenders in 
need of treatment and more appropriate treatment referrals are ex
pected to decrease drug use among participants. The success in 
improved detection and treatment referrals for offenders with seri
ous drug problems is expected to depend upon using the results of 
assessments of drug problem severity to get offenders into appro
priate treatment programs. 

Unfortunately, because so few client drug assessments were completed, no 
analysis of the effects of early diagnosis on treatment access could be con
ducted. Thus, evaluation focuses on the deterrent effects of DTE and includes 
analysis of the effects of officer supervisory practices related to the use of 
penalties for testing violations. 

The evaluation of DTE as used by probation and parole officers is based on a 
cross-sectional comparison of 53 officers that varied in their use of DTE and 
their response to testing violations (failure to appear for testing or testing 
positive for drugs), based on outcomes for 504 clients under their supervision. 
This design was adopted because equivalent groups could not be constructed 
for quasi-experimental comparisons. Assignment of clients to DTE was made 
by the supervising probation or parole officer based either on: (1) conditions 
set forth in the court-order authorizing the offenders release, or (2) officer 
perceptions of client need for drug use monitoring. This process for deciding 
who entered DTE was highly selective and often based on transitory events, 
rather than stable characteristics of the client, such as risk category and of
fense, which could be measured and used as control variables. As a result, 
DTE clients may have been more likely to violate probation/parole than other 
clients, even after controlling for group differences, which would bias esti-
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mates of treatment impact downward. It was also not possible to construct 
appropriate pre-post comparisons of comparable clients sup81'vised before and 
after DTE implementation. The county and state probation and parole offices 
were merged in July 1991, just prior to the study period, and resulted in such 
significant changes in client handling that pre-post comparisons would not be 
valid .. 

The selected design is based on the more plausible assumption that, on aver
age across probation officers, groups of clients within risk categories will 
have the same likelihood of "failure." That is, that the propensity of high risk 
cases to re-offend or fail to complete probation requirements is the same for 
Officers A, B, C ... n. So that in the absence of DTE, the same failure rate is 
expected for all officers, controlling for differences in the risk level of their 
clients. This leads to a design that compares client outcomes controlling for 
risk category, officer use of DTE, and other officer characteristics expected to 
affect outcomes. This approach does, however, suffer from the same short
coming that plagues quasi-experimental comparisons, namely that variables 
not included in the analysis may explain differences in outcomes and these 
cannot be assumed away in the absence of random assignment. 

The analysis used hierarchical linear models (HLM) using maximum like Ii·· 
hood estimation in which intercept for each officer was defined as a random 
effect and all other variables as fi-xed effects. Caseload rates of new arrests 
and probation/parole violations per 30 days of active supervision were hy
pothesized to decrease as a linear function of: 

1. increasing numbers of clients on DTE; 

2. greater willingness to request a revocation hearing for test program 
violations; 

3. increasing numbers of clients on DTE combined with greater will
ingness to request a revocation hearing; 

4. greater willingness to combine formal and informal sanctions for 
test program violations; and 

5. increasing numbers of clients on DTE combined with greater will
ingness to combine formal and informal sanctions for test program 
violations. 

Because arrests generally result from police activity, not correction officer re
ports, the assumption was made that the identification of new criminal 
activity is largely independent of the level of supervision. In contrast, techni
cal violations are largely the result of correction officer detection of violations 
of conditions of probation or parole and may well increase as a result of the 
improved monitoring through drug testing. Thus DTE may increase the 
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number of violations known to the officer and recorded in the corrections 
management information system. 

Survey of Probation and Parole Officers 

The evaluation design for the probation and parole use of DTE builds on the 
survey of probation and parole officers in Multnomah County conducted as 
part of this study. The decision to conduct this survey resulted from the de
scriptions of how officers used DTE as a case management tool provided in a 
limited number of in-person interviews during our initial site visit in Janu
ary 1992. To collect more systematic information on how DTE was used by 
corrections officers, a mail survey was conducted in August and September 
1992. The questionnaires were distributed to all officers by the branch 
chiefs. 

Principle findings included: 

• Officer discretion was a key determinant of who got tested. 
Over half the officers (57%) used DTE for clients suspected of cur
rent drug use; only 37% said they referred clients to DTE because 
it was required by their court or parole board orders. 

• Not all clients suspected of using drugs or needing treat
ment were referred to DTE. Seventy percent of the officers said 
that 115 or more of their clients in the prior month were using 
drugs, and 64 percent thought that 1/5 or more of their past-month 
clients needed drug treatment. However, only 18 percent of the of
ficers reported tha.t 1/5 or more of their past month clients were in 
DTE. 

• Officers differed widely in the likelihood of referring a 
drug-using client to DTE. The ratio of clients in DTE to clients 
thought to use drugs showed considerable variation. For 1/3 of the 
probation officers, the difference between the percentage using 
drugs and the percentage in DTE was 11% or less. For another 
third, the difference was 13% to 34%. Thus, for one third the differ
ence was 34% or higher (up to 76%). 

• Officers' accounts of how they respond to DTE violations 
indicated variation in the use of formal and informal sanc
tions. The officers used many forms of informal sanctions, 
including referrals for additional counseling or drug treatment, 
more intensive drug treatment, requiring additional drug tests, 
making home visit inspections, and adding extra requirements 
(calling in, keeping a log, maintaining a curfew). A significant 
portion used warnings or reprimands for missed tests, but rela-
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tively few did so if the client tested drug positive (13% reported 
warnings for lor 2 positive tests; 2% for more than 2 positive tests). 
One-third of the officers mentioned using DTE to increase supervi
sion, and 21 % used DTE to manage the client. 

• Officer sanctioning practices did not vary significantly by 
the proportion of clients in DTE. 

• Officers were concerned about the lack of effective sanc
tions for DTE violations. This problem and the problems of 
insufficient drug treatment slots and hours of operation which in
terfered with client employment were cited as major problems with 
DTE by about half of the officers. The accuracy and timeliness of 
drug test results were widely endorsed. 

Overall, the results of the survey are consistent with the key assumptions for 
the impact evaluation: (1) there was variation in DTE utilization among offi
cers, (2) there was val'iation in sanctioning of violations of testing conditions 
among officers, and (3) the variation in DTE use was independent of other 
supervisory practices and client risk level. 

Measurement of Variables 

The two dependent variables examined were new arrests and technical vio
lations. Rates of arrest and technical violations per 30 days of active 
supervision were used to control for differences in opportunity to offend in the 
absence of reliable data on days of incarceration for offenders whose periods 
of supervision varied. 

Client characteristics which may independently affect recidivism and compli
ance with court orders include the client's criminal history, demographic 
characteristics, and current offense and status. The analysis controls for age 
in years, number of prior arrests on drug charges, number of prior arrests on 
other charges, number of prior convictions, and risk classification category 
(high versus medium, low, or limited) at the start of supervision. Other vari
ables tested, but not included in the final models, included sex, race 
(classified as white, Mrican-American, and other), and current offense (drug 
offense, a Part 1 property crime, a Part 1 violent crime, and other offenses). 

Willingness to request a revocation hearing was used as a measure of officer 
supervisory practices. The survey included questions on how officers would 
respond to four types of testing program violations: failure to appear for 
testing 1 or 2 times, failure to appear for testing more than 2 times, testing 
positive 1 or 2 times, and testing positive more than 2 times. Officers were 
classified as "tough," "moderate," or "easy" in their use of revocation hearings 
for DrrE violations as follows: tough officers were those who reported that 
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they usually or sometimes recommended revocation for a DTE client who 
failed to show up for a drug test once or twice. Easy officers were those who 
said they sometimes or never recommended revocation for more than 2 dirty 
tests. The remainder were classified as moderate. Based on this definition, 
41 % were classified as tough, 33% as rrioderate, and 26% as easy with respect 
to the use of formal sanctions. 

A second measure of officer supervisory practices was based on reported use 
of other informal methods of offender control imposed for testing program 
violations. Those officers who used only informal penalties for DTE infrac
tions were contrasted with those who used a mix of formal and informal 
sanctions. Officers were asked what requirements they would impose on DTE 
clients who test positive for drugs more than twice and classified as: (1) using 
formal sanctions if they mention revocation hearings, jail, or enhanced court
mandated conditions of release, alone or in combination with informal sanc
tions; or (2) using informal sanctions only if they mentioned increased 
surveillance, additional reporting requirements, additional testing, or in
creased drug treatment, but not any formal sanctions. l Officers were also 
grouped into these two categories based on their reports of what they would 
do if a client failed to appear for more than two scheduled tests; the 13 offi
cers who said they would warn the client or do nothing for more than 2 no
shows were placed in a third category. 

The Sample 

A two stage sampling procedure was used to select a sample of probation and 
parole clients. At stage 1, all probation officers who responded to the Officer 
Survey on DTE conducted in the Fall of 1992 and were employed as probation 
officers in Multnomah County in August of 1991 were included in the sample 
if their caseloads included medium or high risk clients (or clients with special 
drug conditions) who might be referred to DTE. The final sample included 53 
officers employed in Multnomah County community corrections in August of 
1991. Of 99 eligible officers in Multnomah County at the time of the survey 
in October 1992, 86 (87%) completed the survey. Of these, seven officers were 
eliminated because they did not supervise any clients with drug conditions or 
medium or high risk classifications; 21 were deleted because the officers did 
not identify themselves on the survey so we could not match their clients; 
and five were deleted because they were new to the department and did not 
have active clients in August through October 1991. 

Most (77%) of the 53 Multnomah County corrections officers included in the 
sample supervised both probation and parole clients; the remainder super-

1 The question was phrased hypothetically to avoid the problem that some officers might not 
have faced the violation pattern described in the question. 
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vised only probation clients. Most were experienced corrections officers with 0 
to 26 years of experience (mean=11 years). Their caseloads ranged in size 
from 19 to 230, averaging 80 in the month prior to our survey in the fall of 
1992. Most used DTE: the samples of probation and parole clients selected 
randomly from the caseloads of these officers in 1991 included at least one 
DTE participant for 68% of the officers. Because high risk offenders were 
oversampled to include clients more likely to need DTE, the percentage of cli
ents in DTE in the caseload samples ranged from 25% to 50% for 11 officers. 

At stage 2, a random sample of 802 clients supervised by officers from August 
to October 1991 was randomly selected from a computer printout prepared by 
the Oregon Offender Profile System. This time period was chosen to provide 
a sample of clients after the DTE program was fully implemented and after 
the merging of the County and State corrections July 1, 1991. It provided a 
sufficient number of clients and an 18 month follow-up period during which 
to observe client outcomes. The printout listed all clients active during 
August, September and October 1991 by branch and probation officer with 
the risk classrfication, a code for special conditions associated with drugs, and 
a state offender identification number. High risk offenders were deliberately 
oversampled to increase the proportion of DTE-eligible clients in the sample 
and comprise 40% of the sample, with another 40% classified as medium risk. 
Selection was proportionate to caseload size, with a minimum of 13 clients 
per caseload. Missing data from key records resulted in dropping a number 
of cases from the sample as follows: 287 cases were deleted due to missing 
OJINS files, and 11 were deleted because no matches could be made on SIDS 
or social security numbers. Analysis indicated that offenders deleted from 
the sample due to missing data did not differ from those included in the 
analysis on the basis of risk classification. 

The sample of clients is described in Table 5. The clients are predominantly 
male (84%), white (70%), and on probation (75%) rather than parole (25%). 
Although the sample contains a relatively high proportion of high risk clients 
(40%), only 17% (n=87) of the clients ever participated in DTE drug testing 
and only 1% (n=7) ever completed a DTE assessment for drug problem sever
ity. There was considerable variation in the criminal history of these clients 
who averaged .76 prior arrests on drug charges, 4.78 arrests on other 
charges, and 1.7 convictions prior to the offense for which they were on pro
bation or parole. The DTE testing history of the 87 program participants in 
the sample is described in Table 6. On average just over 7 drug tests per 
DTE client were completed, with the number of completed tests ranging from 
zero to 32. Most tests included the screen for cocaine, marijuana, andlor am
phetamines. Less than half the tests included opiate screening and only a few 
screened for barbiturates or benzodiazepine. Many DTE participants vio
lated DTE conditions and faced the risk of sanctions. Almost half (47%) of 
the DTE participants in the sample tested positive at least once and 20% 
tested positive more than twice. 
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A relatively large portion of the offenders in the sample (54%) had at least 
one officially recorded violation of their probation or parole conditions. The 
total number of violations between August 1991 and January 1993 was 518: 
184 new arrests, 138 technical violations of conditions of release, and 196 
other violations (e.g.; failure to benefit from probation and other non-specific 
reasons). Thus, offenders in the sample averaged 1.03 violations, .37 new ar
rests, .27 technical violations, and .39 other violations in 17 months. 

Results 

New Arrests per 30 Days of Active Supervision. Table 7 presents the results 
of the effects of extent of DTE use and willingness to request a revocation 
hearing for DTE violations on the new arrest rate for officers. The HLM 
models were run first without controlling for client risk (Modell) and then 
controlling for client risk (Model 2). The hierarchical linear models used 
maximum likelihood estimation in which intercept for each officer was de
fined as a random effect and all other variables as fixed effects. The results 
show that DTE use and willingness to request revocation hearings did not 
significantly reduce the average number of new arrests per month, nor was 
the interaction between these two variables in either model. 
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Ta.ble 5: 
Description of Sample of Clients (N=504) 

Number Percent of Sample 

Age of client 
18·27 
26·34 
35·44 
45·68 

Gender • 
Male 
Female 

Race 
White 
Black 
Hispanic/Other 

Current Offense 
Drug·related 
Violent crime 
Property 
Other 

Type of Supervisiori 
Probation 
Parole 

Initial Risk Classification 
Limited 
Low 
Medium 
High 

Any DTE testing 

Any DTE Assessment 

Table 6: 
Client Criminal History 

NUmber of Prior Drug Arrests 

Number of Prior Non·drug Arrests 

Number of Prior Convictions 

127 
191 
126 
60 

421 
83 

352 
127 

25 

154 
166 
105 
79 

'378 
126 

131 
19 

205 
149 

87 

7 

Mean 

.76 

4.78 

1.70 
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25% 
38% 
25% 
12% 

84% 
17% 

70% 
25% 

5% 

31% 
33% 
21% 
16% 

75% 
25% 

26% 
4% 

41% 
40% 

17% 

1% 

50 



Table 7: 
New Arrests per 30 days of Active Supervision Predicted by Officer Use of 
DTE, Client Characteristics, and Officer Willingness to Request a Revoca
tion Hearing 

Fixed Effects Within Officer Variables 
Intercept 
Age 
Prior drug arrests 
Prior other arrests 
Prior convictions 
Risk classification 

Effects of Between-Officer Variables 
OTE use 
Willingness to request revocation 
OTE use * Willingness to request revocation 

• p < ,05 

.. p<,Ol 

... p < .001 

Model 1 
Estimates 

.43 * 

,06 
-,02 
-,07 

Model 2 
Estimates 

,77 ** 
-,01 
,01 
,00 

-,03 
.44 *** 

-,13 
-,05 
,03 

Similarly, officers who mentioned only informal sanctions for more than two 
positive drug tests (Table 8) did not have significantly fewer new arrests in 
their caseloads than officers who used both formal and informal sanctions. 
The introduction of a control variable for client risk (Model 2) did not affect 
the results. As expected, caseloads with more high risk offenders had higher 
re-arrest rates. Moreover, there were significant differences in the re-arrest 
rates among officers (the intercept), controlling for differences in client risk, 

Technical Violations per 30 Days of Active Supervision, The rate of technical 
violations for officers was not significantly related to greater use of DTE, 
willingness to request a revocation hearing (Table 9), or a use of only infor
mal sanctions for more than two positive drug tests (Table 10). The 
interactions between DTE and sanctioning practices were not significant. As 
with rearrests, the rates of technical violations were significantly higher . 
among caseloads with more high risk offenders than other caseloads, and 
varied significantly among officers after controlling for client risk. 
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Table 8: 
Arrests Predicted by Officer Use of OTE, Client Characteristics, and Officer 
Informal Sanctioning of More than Two Positive Drug Tests 

Fixed Effects Within Officer Variables 
Intercept 
Age 

. Prior drug arrests 
Prior other arrests 
Prior convictions 
Risk classification 

Effects of Between-Officer Variables 
DTE use 
Informal sanctioning 
DTE Use * Informal sanctioning 

• p < .05 
•• p < .01 

... P < .001 

Table 9: 

Model 1 
Estimates 

.29 

-.01 
.13 

-.08 

Model 2 
Estimates 

.63 * 
-.01 * 
.01 
.00 

-.03 
.44 *** 

-.10 
.04 
.04 

Technical Violations Per 30 Days of Active Supervision Predicted by Offi n 

cer Use of DTE, Client Characteristics, and Officer Willingness to Request a 
Revocation Hearing 

Fixed Effects Within Officer Variables 
Intercept 
Age 
Prior drug arrests 
Prior other arrests 
Prior convictions 
Risk classification 

Effects of Between-Officer Variables 
DTE use 
Willingness to request revocation 
DTE use * Willingness to request revocation 

• p < .05 
.. p< .01 

"'p< .001 

Model 1 
Estimates 

.25 

.12 

.02 
-.08 

Model 2 
Estimates 

.34 * 
-.00 
-.01 
-.01 
-.01 
.27 *** 

.10 

.02 
-.06 
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Table 10: 
Technical Violations Per 30 Days of Active Supervision Predicted by Offi
cer Use of DTE, Client Characteristics, and Officer Informal Sanctioning of 
More than Two Positive Drug Tests 

Fixed Effects Within Officer Variables 
Intercept 
Age 
Prior drug arrests 
Prior other arrests 
Prior convictions 
Risk classification 

Effects of Between-Officer Variables 
DTE use 
Informal sanctioning 
DTE use * Informal sanctioning 

* p < .05 

** P < .01 

*** P < .001 

Model 1 
Estimates 

.33 ** 

-.21 
-.05 
.20 

Model 2 
Estimates 

.48 ** 
-.00 
-.01 
-.01 
-.01 
-.28 *** 

-.25 
-.11 
.27 
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Implications 

The results of this evaluation indicate that the DTE program of dr.ug testing 
did not significantly reduce arrests among offenders or increase compliance 
with conditions of court orders. No differences in any arrests during DTE 
participation or after the start of DTE, nor in the average number of arrests 
per month after the start of DTE were found between the participants in the 
Multnomah County PRSP program and the randomly selected control group 
of eligible defendants who were not tested. Probation and parole officers who 
made more extensive use of DTE did not have caseloads with lower rates of 
arrest, technical violations or total violations than officers who made less use 
of DTE, controlling for client risk. 

These results may reflect the lack of sanctioning of positive tests and failure 
to appear for scheduled tests. Rates of violations were high. Among the pre
trial sample, only 14% appeared for all scheduled tests; 46% missed more 
than half of their scheduled tests. Of those who appeared for at least one test 
(n=139), 60% tested positive on one or more tests. In the probation and pa
role sample, 54% had at least one officially recorded violation of their 
probation or parole conditions. This group of 504 clients recorded 518 viola
tions: 184 new arrests, 138 technical violations of conditions of release, and 
196 other violations (e.g.; failure to benefit from probation and other non
specific reasons) across the 17 -month study period. 

Many probation and parole officers, aware of the lack of options for formal 
sanctions, relied on informal sanctions for DTE violations. These informal 
sanctions included home visits, additional testing requirements, additional 
reporting requirements, and increased treatment requirements. However, 
officer willingness to request a revocation hearing and relative toughness in 
applying informal sanctions to DTE violations did not significantly affect the 
arrest and technical violation rates of their caseloads. Moreover, the inter
action between DTE utilization and use of sanctions was not significant, 
providing no support for the thesis that sanctioning preferences of officers 
combined with use of DTE increased positive outcomes. 

As in earlier evaluations of drug testing programs, the results are weakened 
by problems in implementation. These included the lack of sanctions for DTE 
violations, the limited use of evaluations of client drug problems, limited ac
cess to treatment, and the apparent lack of coordination between the pretrial 
and post-adjudication phases of the program. These findings lead us to echo 
the call of others for swift and sure sanctions in drug testing programs and 
expanded access to treatment for offenders with drug problems (Visher 1990). 

The limitations of this study design must also be considered in interpreting 
these results. This evaluation shares with others the problem that the out-
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come variables, detected criminal activity and violations of conditions of re
lease, are imperfect measures of the underlying prevalence of criminal 
activity and violations in the population of offenders. Because drug testing 
increases surveillance of participants, DTE may increase the detection of in
fractions, thereby masking any reductions that might occur. Indeed, the 
RAND evaluation of intensive supervision probation/parole for drug offenders 
indicated increased violations and recidivism for offenders subject to addi
tional scrutiny while on release (Turner, Petersilia, and Deschenes 1993). 
Weaknesses in the data included missing OJINS records on 36% of the origi
nally selected probation and parole clients, lack of information on which 
technical violations resulted from positive test results, and lack of informa
tion on days spent in jail after start of DTE. These problems allow for the 
possibility that significant impact of testing at probation and parole would be 
detected with more comprehensive data. Moreover, the cross-sectional design 
of the probation and parole analysis falls well short of an experimental de
sign. Although efforts were made to control for client and officer 
characteristics which predict caseload outcomes, it is possible that variables 
omitted from the model played a significant role in affecting violation rates 
and might have masked positive effects of DTE. 

Although the pretrial analysis was based on an experimental comparison of 
randomly assigned gr,oups, many pretrial clients failed to appear for their 
scheduled tests and evaluations, and those that did appear skipped many 
tests. As a result, exposure to treatment was weak and it may be that more 
intensively applied drug testing might have had the desired effects. Simi
larly, the DTE pretrial evaluations of client drug problems did not appear to 
predict arrest rates, suggesting the need to examine further the validity of 
the procedures used for identifying treatment needs. 

On balance, the findings suggest that testing alone is not effective in reduc
ing criminal activity and improving compliance with court orders. In the 
absence of consistent sanctioning for testing violations and access to treat
ment for clients with severe drug problems, the potential benefits of a 
system-wide comprehensive drug testing program cannot be said to have 
been fully tested. 
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Appendix A: Administrative and logistical Changes in 
Multnomah County's Drug Testing and Evaluation Pro
gram 

Over the course of the program, from 1 January 1991 through 28 February 
1993, several systematic and logistical changes were made in Multnomah 
County's DTE Program. These changes were generally implemented to in
crease the program's efficiency, particularly in the face of two problems: 
budgetary concerns and client-compliance concerns. Most changes involved 
additions to or rearrangements of the program's initial goals and set-ups. 
Program changes are outlined chronologically below. 

In the third quarter of the program (1 March 1991 through 30 June 1991), 
the goal of conducting a controlled study of parolees and probationers was de
termined to be infeasible, since it would ::i:equjre withholding drug testing 
resources from high risk clients. Howev(~r, a study was developed using the 
pre-trial population. 

A change outside the program, that is, the transfer of Parole and Probation 
from the state to the county, led to some "PO staff turmoil," according to the 
quarterly report. 

A problem that emerged early in the program was lack of coverage for DTE 
staff absences (for illness or vacation). Without the funding to hire additional 
staff, "cross training" began to allow more staff flexibility, especially to en
able other staff to fill in for the computer clerk and to enable female 
probation/parole officers to cover for the sole female corrections technician. 

In the fourth quarter (1 July 1991 through 30 September 1991), DTB ex
panded its drug evaluation services to two additional groups of offenders: 
pregnant women offenders and clients in the Community Service Forestry 
Project on the verge of being expelled for having two positive drug urinalyses. 
Another planned expansion was to offer UA surveillance on an intermittent 
or as-needed basis to assist probation/parole officers manage cases where cli
ents did not need testing on a consistent basis. 

A logistical change in the program relocated the two DTE evaluators closer to 
the pre-trial and probation services in order to increase the visibility of the 
program to those services and the courts. Plans were also made to develop a 
computer network linking pre-trial services with the probation intake center 
and field offices, and to create "data packets" on each client that would follow 
the client through the system. 

With the merger of Community Corrections with the former State Correc
tions, the program reported an enhanced "opportunity for developing 
alternative sanctions." What constituted appropriate sanctions for client 
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noncompliance and how to facilitate consistent application of those sanctions 
were ongoing issues for all components of the DTE program. After the shift 
from state to county, the department formed several committees to "address 
the needs of the offender and the community," one of which was to focus on 
resources and strategies for encouraging client compliance and the flow of in
formation between concerned departments. 

In the fifth quarter of the program (1 October 1991 through 31 December 
1991), some changes were made regarding show-cause hearings. For pre
trial clients, a second no-show or positive urinalysis would lead to a show
cause hearing, and one judge presided over qll such cases. Further, DTE 
evaluations and urinalysis results for those clients were added to probation 
intake files for PRSP clients, and more client information was made available 
to the courts, which was useful in show-cause hearings. The number of non
compliant incidents (failure to appear, positive drug tests, etc.) that brought 
about a show-cause hearing was lowered from three to two. 

In February of 1992, the department began recording the daily urinalysis 
code line in Spanish as well as English, due to a growing number of Spanish
speaking clients in the program. Again this was an effort to encourage 
compliance. In addition, a Spanish version of the client orientation form was 
introduced, and Spanish-speaking interpreters were available at evaluations. 

In this same quarter, a new evaluator was hired, allowing expanded services 
to ne·wly released parolees and drug-affected probationers. 

Another logistical shift was made, requiring all women clients to report to 
one centrally located test site. This was the result of consolidating resources, 
and the continuing need to provide female technicians for female clients. 

In the seventh and eighth quarters (1 March 1992 through 30 September 
1992), in response to a reduction in overall funding for drug urinalysis, the 
program changed urinalysis scheduling procedures. Instead of reducing the 
number of clients tested, a change in schedule replacing random 
weekly/biweekly drug testing with only biweekly tests allowed 39 percent 
more new clients to fill the drug testing "slots." 

In the following quarter, this biweekly-only schedule was reversed to the 
original weeklylbiweekly set-up because the change hadn't met department 
expectations. However, a change in "accounting" accompanied the switch 
back. Whereas formerly a certain number of urinalysis "slots" were assigned 
to a particular branch and the probation/parole officers determined when to 
use them weekly or biweekly, now each "slot" was designated as a weekly or 
a biweekly one, enabling a more accurate prediction of program costs. 
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Appendix 8: The Organizational Structure and Person
nel of Multnomah County's Drug Testing and Evaluation 
Program 

The Drug Testing and Evaluation Program (DTE) is a program of the Mult
nomah County Department of Community Corrections. The DTE staff 
comprises a program supervisor, a computer clerk, one female and three male 
corrections technicians, three drug and alcohol evaluators, and secretarial 
and clerical support staff. In addition, DTE operations require that PRSP 
case managers and probation/parole officers coordinate and cooperate with 
DTE staff. Finally, TASC of Oregon provides urinalysis testing services to 
the DTE program on a contractual basis. 

The DTE program supervisor monitors DTE's collection and chain of custody 
procedures, resolves disputes and unclear situations, trains corrections tech
nicians, computer clerk, case managers and support staff in DTE procedures, 
coordinates DTE activities with other agencies, and does quality control on 
all aspects of DTE operations. This position requires administrative experi
ence within the criminal justice system. 

The DTE computer clerk maintains the DTE computer data base and serves 
as the central nexus for information flow within DTE. This person enters 
new clients into the DTE computer database and works directly with case 
managers to enter client data when expedited processing is required, informs 
TASC when urine samples can be destroyed, enters TASC urinalysis results 
in the DTE data base, transmits urinalysis results to corrections technicians, 
checks the DTE data base for non-compliant clients and prepares and dis
seminates a report of such clients to probation/parole case managers, and 
enters DTE client termination data from DTE corrections technicians into 
the DTE data base. This position requires computer data base experience, 
and some facility with basic statistics. 

DrrE corrections technicians are responsible for the mechanics of urine col
lection, the maintenance of client records, maintenance of the chain of 
custody, and communication between the DTE computer clerk and PRSP case 
managers, probation/parole case managers, and probation/parole officers. 
The corrections technicians help PRSP and probation/parole personnel com
plete DTE paperwork, complete DTE enrollment paperwork, orient new DTE 
clients, communicate information on new clients to the DTE computer clerk, 
along with case managers maintain chain of custody for urine sample, dis
tribute urinalysis test results from the DTE computer clerk to the 
appropriate PRSP case managers or probation/parole officers, log all uri
nalysis test results, log then transmit reports on non-compliant clients from 
probation/parole officers to the computer clerk, record all DTE client termi-
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nations from case managers and probation and parole officers and transmit 
them to the DTE computer clerk. 

DTE drug evaluators are responsible for administering the Addiction Sever
ity Index to selected DTE clients in the PRSP program, interpreting the 
results, and communicating these results to the DTE central office, which can 
then disseminate them to case managers, the courts, probation/parole offi
cers, and other relevant officials. These positions require at least a Bachelors 
Degree in psychology or a related discipline and experience in administering 
the Addiction Severity Index. 

The Circuit Court has a memorandum of understanding with the Department 
of Community Corrections that PRSP case managers will select and enroll 
suitable PRSP clients in the DTE program, will assist TASC and corrections 
technicians in maintaining the chain of custody for urine samples, will coun
sel DTE clients on test results, will arrange drug and alcohol evaluations for 
DTE clients, will schedule show-cause hearings for DTE clients when appro
priate, will inform corrections technicians of all DTE client terminations. 

TASC of Oregon (TASC) is a private, non-profit corporation providing drug 
testing, substance abuse evaluation, and. substance abuse treatment services 
in and around Multnomah County. TASC has a contractual agreement with 
the Department of Community Corrections to assist DTE case managers and 
corrections technicians in maintaining the chain of custody for urine samples, 
to provide couriers who pick up urine samples from each test site and deliver 
them to TASC, to receive, store, and test all urine samples, and to transmit 
test results to DTE computer clerk 
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Appendix C: The Multnomah County Drug Testing and 
Evaluation Program Probation Officer Survey 

Between September 14 and September 16, 1992, a research associate for 
BOTEC Analysis administered a survey questionnaire to groups of Mult
nomah County probation officers at the five branch offices of the Multnomah 
County Department of Community Corrections. A copy of the questionnaire 
is included as part of Exhibit H. 

Earlier the officers received a letter which described the survey (see Exhibit 
H), and asked them to sign up to for a meeting during which the survey 
would be distributed. At the meeting, BOTEC's research associate assured 
the officers that their answers would be confidential and answered any ques
tions which the officers had about the survey and its purposes. A total of 
seventy four officers completed the survey at these meetings, and an addi
tional twelve officers returned completed surveys by mail. This represents 
86.8% of the ninety nine eligible officers employed at the five branch officers 
during the survey. Two questionnaires had a large number of unanswered 
items and were excluded from many analyses. 

The 86 respondents rE)ported a total caseload of 8,060 clients, or an average 
caseload of ninety four clients in the month before the survey. Most clients 
were male (81%) and most were white (63%). Approximately half of the cli
ents were classified as high or medium risko-the group most likely to receive 
DTE. Only 20% were parolees; the remainder wel'e on probation or probation 
and parole. Officers suspected that more than one-third of their clients were 
using drugs or needed drug treatment during the month before the survey. 

Seventy percent of the officers said one-fifth or more of their past-month's cli
ents used drugs and sixty four percent said that 1/5 or more needed drug 
treatment. Indeed, thirty percent of the officers said that more than half of 
their past-month clients used drugs and twenty four percent said that more 
than half needed drug treatment. In contrast, only eighteen percent said 
that 1/5 or more of their past-month clients were in DTE. 

Utilization of DTE was related to perceived client need. Officers who re
ported that 1/5 or more of their past-month clients were in DTE (n=15) were 
far more likely than officers with a smaller proportion of clients in DTE to 
report that 1/5 or more of their clients used drugs or needed treatment. 

We defined officers as "tough", "moderate" or "easy" based on their sanction
ing of DTE violations. "Tough" officers usually or sometimes recommended 
revocation for a DTE client who failed to show up for a drug test once or 
twice. "Easy" officers sometimes or never recommended revocation for more 
than 2 dirty tests. The remaining officers were "moderate". Forty one per-
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cent of officers were "tough", thirty three percent were "moderate", and 
twenty six percent were "easy" with respect to the use of formal sanctions. 

Officer toughness in sanctioning did not vary substantially with the level of 
DTE utilization. Officers with twenty percent or more of their clients in DTE 
were slightly more likely to be classified as "tough" than officers with a 
smaller proportion of their caseload in DTE (47% compared to 43% for officers 
with 5 to 20% of their clients in DTE, and 38% of those with fewer than 5% in 
DTE). And they were more likely to be classified as easy than those with 
fewer than 5% of their clients in DTE (the latter reporting somewhat incon
sistent patterns of sanctioning). Thus, utilization does not appear to be 
related to the use of formal sanctions. 

However, the officers used many forms of informal sanctions, including refer
rals for additional counseling or drug treatment, more intensive drug 
treatment, rt~quiring additional drug tests, making home visit inspections, 
and adding extra requirements (calling in, keeping a log, maintaining a cur
few). A significant portion used warnings or reprimands for missed tests, 
but relatively few did so if the offender tested drug positive (13% reported 
warnings for 1 or 2 positive tests; 2% for more than 2 positive tests). 

The most frequently cited reason for placing a client on DTE was sign of cur
rent drug use; 57% of the officers mentioned this reason, compared to 37% 
who cited court or parole board orders. A third mentioned using DTE to in
crease supervision, and 21% used DTE to manage the client. Over a quarter 
used DTE instead of treatment or treatment without testing, some reporting 
that clients could not afford treatment. 

Getting a client into DTE did not seem to present administrative hurdles. 
Most officers fill out the forms, and two-thirds contact the DTE program. 
Only one officer reported checking with the supervisor. Most planned to keep 
clients in DTE for a specified minimum period of time, which averaged four 
months. Nearly two-thirds planned to keep clients in DTE no longer than a 
maximum number ofmonths--which averaged between six and seven months. 
Thus, officers did not plan to make an on-and-off-again use of the program as 
a temporary fix for a transitory problem. They planned instead for clients 
placed on DTE to remain in the program for four to six months. 

Officers did not seem well-inform.ed about the availability of DTE slots, pos
sibly due to the shifts in slots that occurred across the program operation. 
'While fifty three officers thought there was a cap on the number of D'rE cli
ents who could be served, only eighteen could provide an estimate and the 
estimates varied widely. 

The survey shows some significant variation in the perceived problems with 
DTE reported by officers. About half the officers reported that three aspects 
of the DTE program were a major problem: lack of effective sanctions, no 
drug treatment space, and hours of operation that interfered with offender 
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employment (a key goal of probation). The officers widely endorsed the accu
racy and timeliness of drug test results. 
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Exhibit A: OTE Offender Tracking Form 
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First name 
... ::!~~'. . : ~.: .. 

~.~~;':~i.;J';~" . ;{:~ ~}:~:i'" .. , 
I / 

DCB Race 

HI 

, , 

I I 

Termination 

-iLL Z . 
Sex 

Referring offense _/Soc~"·Sec~·:··I· 
~~~"~~~7::~':;':::~ : "~~~';:" 0" 

~EmnsI6H~=c="=================================================== 
~g~;~fist:·:··~equ.ired .. ,~...fI"" .. _ ...... Wt-~~!' ","" '"' 
:.:'.r,o:,:~: #' 0#, • ~~\,"",.::."' .. . " "Cocaine" 

t 0' 

"';-' 

e"; Manager /p.O. 
.. 'I' ••• 0; • 
• ,"0' • 

;.~~.: .. ; . 
- -----

(pick three): 

_ opiates 

_Marijuana 

l .. _ 

3. PBSW 

7. ('!SFl? 8. MCRe 

Amphetamines 

Benzodiazapine 

4. PBBA 

9. VOA 

_5. PRSP 

_ 10. ISU 

Phone number 

/ I 
Date 

status; wi th no drug use 
status; with.continued'drug use 

5+ 

}fME office~ oriq: Technician's file , .... ; .... , 
,.0 ~,r' r 

frl\Lua/2.J.9.91 



Exhibit 8: OTE Client Orientation Form 
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MULTNOHAH COUNTY COMHOll~ITY CORRECTIONS 
DRUG TESTING AND EVALUATION PROGRAM 

Client Orientation Sheet 

You have been enrolled in the Multnomah County Community corrections Drug 
Testing and Evaluation Program (DTE). The purpose of the program is to 
assist corrections staff in client drug use surveillance. 

You will be assigned a single-number code by your corrections technician. 
Every Monday through Friday workday, the DTE central office will randomly 
select one of the code numbers. If your code number ~as been selected for 
that day, you must report to your probation office site to submit a true 
urine sample. To find out whether your code number has been selected, you 
must call the UA code line at 248-3818~ You may telephone the UA code line 
any time after 5:00pm for the next day's code (e.g., calIon Wednesday . 
e',ening for Thursday's code). Parole and Probation Offices are open Monday 
hrough Friday from 8:00am to noon and 1:00pm to 5:00pm. 

o submit a sample: 
A) The corrections technician. will accompany you through the entire 

sample collection process and will act as a witness to the process. 
B) Tell the corrections technician the names of all drugs you have used 

since your last visit. 
C) Accompany the corrections technician into the restroom. The 

technician will supervise the sample collection. 
D) Remcv~ any coat or jacket that may block the vision of the corrections 

technician. 
E) Wash and dry your hands. Do not place your hands in your pockets 

afterwards. 
F) Prepare to give the UA sample. 
G) Fill the specimen container with midstream urine. (Women: Transfer 

the collected urine into the lab container when you are finished.) 
H) Place the cap securely onto the lab container. 
I) Rinse and dry the container. 
J) Initial the identification label and place it onto the container. 
K) Give the container to the corrections technician. 
L) Your parole or probation officer will have the test results by 1:00pm 

the next working day. 

ogram policy: 
A) Urine sample collection will be directly supervised by a corrections 

technician (witness). 
B) contamination or attempts to contaminate urine samples will be 

recorded as nNo Sample Taken" and result in a positive drug score. 
C) Showing up but failing to provide a urine sample for the specified day 

will be recorded as such and result in a positive drug score. 
D) L~boratory containers must be half full of urine. Providing a partial 

sample for the specified day will result in a positive drug score. 
E) Urine samples will not be accepted when the sample collection 

procedure is not followed and will result in a positive drug score. 

Ihave read and understand the Client Orientation Sheet. 

\ I / / 
,ient signature corrections tech. Current date 

frmorien/1.7.91 



Exhibit C: Urinalysis Log Forms 
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HULTNOI=IAH COUNTY .. DRUG TESTmG AND EVALUATION UA LOG FORM 

Last name ________________________ __ First name ________ ~~------- MI __ _ 

UA code ____________ _ 

~ 
-SID H ________________ ~--------- -oOB __ ~/~ __ ~/ ____ _ 

\ 

A4!: X M / F . aace -Enrollment date I I 

:,lrrant medication use 

p~J./Case Manager Branch 
-;:===:. 

I Oat" 
>' 

.~oc [-6p ~-Amp Nb-·tho • I \ 

~..rHC t-'£en ~se P~ot I-Bar - am 

IL .-IE __ L 
I . --'----. I 

i' \ -
• 

, 

.. 

It 
.1 I ._ ... _____ .. _0'. -- ~-.- -i 
:i----
" i 

ir 
II' 

It 
\ 

I 
I 
\ 

TOTALS 

~CTION TAKEN -

)ate: .. I / Action: Date: I / Action: 

pate: . !.. . t. Action: - Date: / I Action: 
~ERMINATI,?N STATUS: -
~. Success/drug free l. Unsuccess/-Pr, -UA 
~. Unsuccess/-Pr, +UA 4. Unsuccess/drug use 

frmlog/12.10.90 

------------_._---~ -- ----



Exhibit D: Addiction Severity Index 
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INSIRUCTIQNS 
1. Leave No Blanks - Whc:m ~11C code 

items: X = question not answered 
N = qu=tirm not appUcable 

Use only one character per item. 

·t Ircn nwnbcrs cin:led are to be asked at follow
up. Items with an asterisk'arc cumulative and 
should be rephrased at follow-up (sec Manual). 

:3. Space is provided after sections for additional 
comments 

i.D. 
NUMBER 

LAST 4 DIGITS 
OFSSN 

DAT.EOF 
ADMISSION 

I I I I 
[I 1=1 

I I I 
J.)ATEOF 
:NTERVIE\V 

TU.1EBEGUN 

IlMEENDED 

[ I I I I I I 

ITJ:CD 
ITJ:CD 

CLASS: 
. i-Intake 
2 • Follow.up 

CONT ACT CODE: 
1· In Penon 
2· !'hone 

GENDER: 
1 -Male 
2· Female 

INTERVIEWER 
CODENUMJ3ER 

SPECIAl.: 
I-Paticnt~~ 
2 • Patic.nr. refused 
3 • Pa.ticnt umnlble to respond 

0 

0 

0 

CD 

o 

ADDIrnoN SEVERITY INDEX 

5MBm'RADNGS 

The severity nuings arc inu:Z'ViewCf cstinwes 
orllle pa.tie:nt'sDCCdfOl" addwDluhn:ummtin 
each area.. The scales nnge from 0 (no trca1-
mcnt necessary) to 9 (trc.umczu nceded to 
intervene in liCe-thrcau:ning sinwian) •. Each 
rating is based upon me patient's history or 
problem symptoms. presem c:ondition and 
subjective assessment elhis IlUImcnt needs 
in a &ivcn area. For a dcWled description of 
severity mings' derivation procedures and 
conventions, see mmual. Note: These 
seventy ratings are optionnL 

GENEB AI.INFQRMATIQN 

NAME 

CURRENTADDRESS-------

GEOORAPHICCODE 

1. How long have you CD 
lived at this address 7 

YRS. 

2. h this residence owned by you 
or your family? 

O·No 1- Yes 

3. DAT.EOF 

II I BIRnI 

CD 
CD 

MOS. 

·0 

I I I 
4. RACE 0 

1 • White (Not olHispanic Origin) 
2 - Black (Not oCHispanic Origin) 
3· Amcric:anIndian 
4 - Alaskan NAtive 
S • Asian or PacifIC Islander 
6· Hispanic. Mexican 
7 • Hispanic. Puc:no Rican 
8 • Hispanic - Cuban 
9 • Other Hispanic 

S. REUGIOUS PREFERENCE 

I • Protestant 4 - Islamic 
2 • Catholic S - Other 
3 - Jewish 6 • None 

(9Hllvc you been in A controlled 
environment in the past 30 days? 

l·Na 
2 -1ail 
3 • Alcohol or Drug Trcaunem 
4 - Medic.al Trc::azmcnt 
5 • PsychilLlric Trcauncnt 
6.0thcr ____ ..... ________ _____ 

o 

o 

(DHoW many days? CD 

9 

8 

7 

6 
S 

4 

3 

2 
1 

0 

~ x: 
lOa .... 
IQ 
0 
PI 

"" 

Flab Edlttpn 

SUMMARYOE 
UlIEID'S RATING SCALE 

o • Not IJ. all 
1- Slightly 
2· Modcrarely 
3 • Qmsidc:rably 
4 - Exttcmely 

ADpmONAL n:srRESVLTS 

Shipley C.Q. 

Shipley I.Q. 

B~k Total Score 

SCL-9Q Total 

MAST 

• f ., I I 

I I I I 

OJ 
I I I 
OJ 
I I I 

I I I 
I I ] 

SEVERID"PEOmE 

I 

I 

~ S 
.... U 0 0 g till ;a:; 

~ ~ :c: - 0 g 
~ ~ ~ jQo U CI ...- = j:lC = =1 N III ... ~ ~ .... "., 

, 



-(!)How mmy times in your liCe: 
have you been hospitali%.cd 
for medical problems? 

MEDXCALSTATI1S 

rn @ Do you r=cive: aperuion for a 
phYlIical disabilliy? (ExcIwU 
psych.i4zrir: ciU.abUily.) 

O-No 

D @tow important to you now is 
a:atmcn1 for !hesc mcdic.al 
problems? 

o 
(1nr:lutJ,t: 0.4. ·s. dJ. '.r,. c:dudi: tWO%.) 

JNTERyrEWER SEVERITYRAWG 
l-Ycs ______________________ _ 

'L How long .ago was your IT] OJ Specify 
last hospitlllzation 
Cor a physical problem YRS. MOS. 0 Jiow mmy days have you 

cxpcriencedmcdical 
problems in the: PlSt 3D? CD 

3. Do you have: any chronic medical 
problems which continue 10 inter· 
Cere with your liCe? 

O-No 
1 - Yes _~_~ __ _ 

Specify 

€)Arc you Wcing any prescribed 
medication on a regular basis 
for a physical problem? 

O-No ,I-Yes 

o 
o 

*(!) ~ation completc:dqJ Q;,l 
(GED I: 12 yelJl's) . 

RS. S. 
41@Training ortcchnica.l 

education completed ~ 
3. Do you have: a profession. 

tnde: or skill? ' 

FOR QUESTIONS 7 &: 8 PLEASE ASK 
PA.TIENTTO USE THE PATIENrS RATING 

SCALE 

(1) How trOubled or bothered have 
you been by these medical 
problems in the past 30 days? 

ConvnentS 

o 

EMPI,QYMENTISUPPORTSIATIJS 

10. Umal employment pattc:m, 
put 3 yc:a:s. 

1 - full time (40 hIslwlc) 
2 - pm time (reg. hrs) 
3 - put time (irreg .• dayworlc) 
4-lmdcnt 
5 -service 

o 

@How would you me the patient's 
need for mcdicallrCllmC1lt1 

CONFIPENCE RATINaS 

Is the above: information 
significznlly diston.ed by: 

®PatiClt's mi.m:prc:scnution? 
O-No I·Yes. 

® Patient'! inability to undc:rstpd? 
O-No 1· Yes 

@How many people dcpe.nd on 
you for the majority oC their 
food. shelter. etc.? 

€> How many days have you 
=pc::ricnccd employment 
problcm.s in the past 307 

o 

0 1 

o 

o 
IT] 

O-No o 
l-Ycs ..... ______ ~---__ _ 

6 - rctirc:dIdinhility 
7 - uncmloyed 
8 - in camrolled c:nviIOnment 

FOR QUESTIONS 20 &. 21 PLEASE ASK 
PAnENT1"O USE111EPATIarrS 

Specify 

4: Do you have a valid driver'! 
-Uc:ensc:? 

o· No 1- Yc.s 

S. Do you have m automObile 
available forUSC;? (Answe,. 
No if no va1l.d. driver's lit:i!IISt:.) 

o· No 1- Yc.s 

RA'IDlG SCALE 
i\i,\ How many days were you paid OJ r:::::.. 

O 
~ far working in the put 307 ~ How troubled or bothered have 

(mclude "under the lable:" work.) you been by these: employment 
problems in the put 30 days? . 

How much money did you receive: from the: 

O following SOUfC:C$ in the past 30 days? @ How impDrUlnt to YOIl now is 
cowucling for these employmcru 

®~= I I I J problems? 
INTERYfEWER SemlTIBATING 

o 
o 

6. How long w~ yo~ IT] IT] il"3:\unemployment 
longestfull-ameJob? o-~&1ion 

. YRS. MOS. 

@OPA 

I I I I I ® How would you rate !he Plti~l's 0 
need for employment counseling7 

[I I I 1 
(Specify in delail) 

[8. - >1CS someone cantribu1e 10 your 
I support in any way? 
\ O-No I-Yes 

D.ONL YIP ITEM SIS YES) 
00= this ccastillUC the majority 
of your support? 

O-No 1- Yes 

o t<S,\ Pension. beneflts 
'.:;:,;; or social sec:wity 

~ MAle. fmill)' or 

O .0 friends (Money far 
penonal cxpcmcs). 

o @mcgal 

'commenD 

I I I I I CONFIDENGERAUNQS 
. . - . . '!.s !he: above information significantly 

distorted by: 

I .. I I I I@PatiCUII~Dn1 
o· No 1· Yc.s 

[I I I ® Patient's inability to undersWld? 
L.--'--.L_~""" 0 _ No 1 • Yes 

o 
o 



l I , [J 

® Alcohol· Any 
t::\ ~ III Ill1 
~ Alcohol - To 

Intoxication 

@ Heroin 

@ Methadone 

o Other opiatesl 
-mal ~ c.n C$ 

6, Barolturau:s 

Cmnabis 

HallUCinogens 

PAST30 LIFE'rIMEUSE 

Days Yn. Rl of 
adm. 
r--

r--
r-
r--

r--
r--
~-

t--

'--

r-
t"-. 
r--

---
More than one [J] rTI 0 

substmcc per LLJ 
uay (!net 
Illcohol). 

ole: Sec manual far rt:prcsentative examples 
for COlJ:h drug class 

Route of Adm.i.nisaation: I = Oral, 2 = Nasal 
- Smoldng, 4 = Non IV inj., 5 = rv mj. 

JlRIlGM J ,COBOl, USE 

€) Which substance is the major 
problem? p~~ as 
llIxNe 0,. OO-No probkm: 
~S-Alcohot &. Drug (Dual 
addiction); 16-Polydrug; 

WMfl not cia,., cuJ: Pllli.enl. 

15. How long WI.S your last 
period of volWUl%y 
abstinence from this 
major substance? 
(00. nae,.abslUunr) 

16. How many months ago 
did /his abstincm:c end? 
(00 - still abslin.en.t) 

• @How many times have you: 

® How ~y dAys ~~C¥DUbc:= rll 
IlCa1cd in an our.paticu set-, . Ll--1 IT.] ting for alcohol or drugs in the 
past 30 day. (In.clutk NA. M). 

rn 
MOS. 

® How many days in the past 30 
have you experienced: 
Alcohol Problc:nu EB Orug Problems 

FOR QUESTIONS 23 ~ 24 PLEAsE ASK 
PATJENrTO USETHEPATJElVrS 

RATlNGSCALE 

rn @ How troubled or bothc:rcd have you been in 
the past 30 days by these: 

Drug Problems 

Had alcohol dJ.'s 

Alcohol Problems B 
rn ® How imporu.nl to you·now is tteaanent for 

thes~ . 
Overdosed on drugs rn AlCOhol Problems B 

• @iow many times in your life have you Dr..:g Problems I 
been treated for: 

rn INTER'lIEWeR SEYERtITEATI1iQ Alcohol Abus~ . 

rn @ How would you ~ the patient's 
Drug Abuse: need for treatment for: 

Alcohol Abuse 

DrugAbusc a 
o 
o 



• W f4 this aclm.ission prompted 
or suggested by the criminal 
justice system (judge. probation! 
parole oma:::. etc.) 

O-No 1- Yes 

• Arc you on probation or 
parolc? 

o· No 1· Yes 

o 
o 

low many times in your life have you been 
_l~tcd and ~ with the following: 

. ®. shoplifting/vandalism 

-@)- parolc/pro,~aticn violations 

. @)- drug charges , 

-@)- forg~ 
-@ weapons offense 

'Qr@ :-'urg\uy. luccny, B & I:: 

~® robbe:y 

~@). 13S.1.ult 

-<!D- arson 

-®- rape 

• ®- homicide, manslaughter 

-® -prostitwion 

.. e· contempt of coun 

·®-otbe: 

LEGAI·STAWS 

-@ How mmy oflhcsecharges 
resulted in ccnvictions? OJ 

How many times in your life have you been 
charged with the following: 

®. How many days in Ihe past 30 
have you cngqcd in ille~al ' 
activities for profit? 

IT] 
FOR QUESTIONS 26 &. 27 PLEASE ASK 

PAT.rnNTTOUSETHEPATrnNTS 
RA TINO SCALE -® Disorderly conduct. Vllgrancy, IT] 

public intoxication ' 

IT] @ How serious do you fccl your 
present legal problems are? 
(ExcWtie civil problun.s) 

-@ Driving while intoxicated 

• ® Major driving violations 
(reckless driving, speeding, 
no license. etc.) 

o 
CD ® How important to youllDW is 

coWlSeling or referral for these o 
• @ How many months were you 

incarcerated in your life? 

20. How long was your 
last incucention? . 

21. What was it for? W 
(Uu c,*3.J4, 16-18. 
q nwhipk duuges. ctxU most severe 

® kte you presently awilting 
chargcs, aial or sentence? 
o· No 1- Yes 

® Whit for (If muiliple charges. 
we most severe). 

® How many days in the past :30 
were you detained or 

, incarcerated? 

o 
CD 
CD 

Comments 

Fc'MJLY roSInRY 

legal problems? 

INJERVIEWEBSEYERITY BAIIllil 

@HowwouldyouraLC the pati~t's 0' 
. need for legal services or counseling • 

CONfIDENCE R ATINGS 

I.s me above infonnation significmlly 
distancd by: 

® Patic:nt'sNmisrcpreSyCTltation? n 
0- 0 1· es L 

@ Patient's inability to understand? 0 
0- No 1· Yes 

. • ave any of your relatives had what you would call a signific:.;mt drlnkin~. drug usc or psych problem- one thll did or should have led to treatment? 

Grandmother 

Grandfather 

Mother 

Aunt 

!Uncle 

. MorDen Side 

Ale: Drug Psych 

DDD 
DDD 
DDD 
DDD 
D D'D 

Onmdmother 

Grmdfathcr 

Fath=-

Aunt 

Uncle 

&thq'sSjde 

DOD 
DDD 
D D D' 
DDD 
DDD 

Broth:- HI 

Brothcri#2 

Sisr.crN! 

Sisu:r#2 

Siblings 

DOD 
DOD 
DOD 
DOD 

Di.rcr.:tion: Place "0" in relative calegory where the answer is clearly no for DU Gi!!tivs in the c!!tegory; "I" where the mswer is clearly yes for any. 
rs;1Ative wjthIn the category; -X" whc:rc the answer is Wlcenpin or :l,dpn's know· and "N" wh~ there MY,cr WIIS !! GiDdve frgm rDft! C!tegqn'. 

Code most problematic relative in casc:.s of multiple members pel' cat.cgory. 



o (DMarital Surus 

I-Manied 
:2 - Remarried 
3· Widowed 

4 - Separated 
S - Divorced 
6 - Never Married 

2 Howlong.have CI;J ctJ 
youbeenm 
this marital staru.s? . • 
(If r~er marr~d. since age 18). 

o Are j'QU sausfied with Lhis situation? 0 
0- No 
1 • Indifferent 
2· Yes 

·@USualliving arrangements (past 3 yr.) 
1 - With sexual parmer 0 

and children 
, 2 • With sc.:tual partner alone 

3 • With children alone 
4· With parents 
S - With family 
6 - With friends 
1- Alone 
g - Controlled environment 
9 - No s~blc arrangements 

5. How long h~vc: you CIJ ~ 
lived in these 
azrangcments. . S.· 
(lfwilh pareNS or family, 
since age 18). ' 

@ t~ you satisfied with these living 0 
arrangements? 

O-No 
1 - Indifferent 
2· Yes 

Do ;'ou live with anyone who: 
O=No I=Yes 

6A. Has a current alcohol problem? 

6E. Uses non·prescribed drugs? 

7. With whom do you .spend most of 
your free time: 

1 • Family 3 - Alone 
. 2 - Friends 

8. Arc you satisfied with spending 
your frc.c time this way? 
0- No 1 : Indifferent 2 - Yes 

D· 
o 
o 
o 

9. How many close friends do you have? 0 

EAMII,YlSOCXAI,REI .. ATIQNSHl'PS 

Dirc:Wonfor9A·18: Place "O"inrcWive 
category when: the answer is clearly no for all 
re1Pljvs in the crueggry; "I" when: the IlUwer 
is clearly Yes foUny relatjve within ~ 
!Clltegoo:; '"X" when: the answer is IRIcertain or 
:x don', know" and "'N" Where thC'lC never was ! 
relatjve from thllt C3(!riQTY. 

9A. Would you say you have had close, long 
lasting, personal rclatiClTUhips wilh any of the 
follOwing people in your life: 

Mother 

FaUla 

Brothea/SistC'S 

Sc.:tual Pumcr/Spousc.. • 

Children 

Friends 

Have: you had significant periods in which you 
have: experienced serious problems gelting 

along with: 

0- No 1- Yes 
PAST 30 IN 

@)Mother 

@ Father 

@ BrothcrslSistcrs 

@ Sexual parmer/spouse 

@Children 

@ Other significant 
family _____ _ 

@ Close friends 

® Neighbors 

@ Co-WorJcezs 

DAYS YOUR 
LIFE 

Did any of tbese:people (10·18) abuse 
you: O=No; 1 = Yes 

18A. Emotionally (make you 
feel bad through hmh words)? 

ISB. Physically (cause you 
physical hmn)? 

laC. Sexually (force sexual 
advances or sexual acts)? 

.. 
®. How many day~ in ~c: past 30 

have you had serious c:tmflicts: 

B with other people? (excluding 
A with your family? EE 

family) 

.FOR QUESTlONS20-2j PLEASE ASK 
PATIENTTO USE THE PATlErrs 

RATINGSCALE 

How troubled or bothered have you been In Li'l: 
put 30 days by these: 

@ Family problems 

® Social problenu 

I ' o 
How imporuru to you now is aUtment Of. 

counseling for these: 

® Family problems 8
1 ® Social problems 

INTERVIEWERSEVERlTY RA TINa 

@ How would you rue the patient's 
need for family lind/or social L~ 
c:owucUng? 

CDNFIPENCERAID$3S. 

Is the above information significantly 
distorted by: 

@ Patient's misrepx=entation? I . 
0- No 1- Yes 

® Patient's inability to W1dcrstand? 01 
0- No 1- Yes 

Comment:!· 



.. fi)How many times have you bca!. tre:ucd 
'""fO';. any psychological or emotional problems? 

In A hospital E8 
As an Opt. or Priv. palicnt 

(!) Do you receivc a pension for il 
psychiatric disablity? 

f) - No 1 - Yes 

o 
Have you had a significant period. (that WI! not 
a direct result of drug/alcohol usc), in which you 
have: 

PAST30 IN 
D-NG 1· Yes DAYS YOUR 

(!) &peric:n=d scnous 
dqmssion 

(!) Ex~cnccd s~ous 
arutlcty or tennon 

CD ~pcricnced halluc~ons 
CD Experienced trouble under

standing, con=n1l'JJing or 
rcmcmbc:ring 

(i)Expcrienced trouble control-
ling violc:u behavior 

(DExpcric:ru:ed serious 
thoughts of suicide 

®Au.c.mpted suicide . 
® Been p:=c:ibed 

medication for any psycho
logical/emotional problem 

LIF£ 

ESYCWATB1CSTATIJS 

® How many days in the past 30 
have you experienced these 
psychological or emotional rn 
problems? 

FOR QUES170NS 12 &: 13 PLEASEASK 
PATJENTTO USETHE PAT/'ENrS 

RATlNGSCALE 

® How much have you been troubled 0 
or bothered by thClc psychological 
or emotional problems in the past 
30 days? 

@ How important to y~ now is 
IrUlmcnt for these psychological 
problems? 

o 
THE FOLLOWING ITEMS ARE1TJ BE' . 
COMPLETE/) BYTHElNTERVIEWER 

At the time of the interView. is patient: 

0- No 1· Yes 

® Obviously dcpresscdIwithdrawn o 
® Obviously hostile 0 
® Obviously mxious/ncrvous ,0 
® Having trouble with reality testing 0 
, thought dUordc:s,plnnoid thinldng 

® Having trouble comprehending, 
concentrating, remembering. 

® Having suicidal thoughts 

Comments 

o 
o 

INTERVIEWER SEVERITY RATING 

@ How would you rate the patient's 
need forpsychianiclpsyc:hological 
trca.tment? 

CONlTDENCERAJINGS 

Is the above information significlIlluy 
distorted by: 

@ Patient's misrepresentation? 
o· No I· Yes 

@ Patient's inability to undem.a.nd? 
0- No 1· Yes 

o 

o 
o 

_ ......... --------------------



_----------:-:~ .. "': .• ~-H":.~.. 10. i ,i I' J'.Ii J, ,I' I nnOlTlOH 
411 SI FIFTH AVE., POIILAND, oaZCOR 91204·tt66 

PBOKE: (S03) tel-SltZ FA1: (S03) t~&-3990 

DIAGnOSTIC IKDICAfOIS (per DSV·IIII) 

PSYCHOACTIVE SOBSfAKCE DEPEKDEKCK 

A. AT LUST miKE or nn: fOl.UMfHG: 

AI. Substance otten tlken in larter alounts or over a longer 
period or tile than intended. 

At. Persistent desire or one or lore unsuccessful efrorts 10 
c~t dOln Of control sabstlnce Ise. 

A3. A erelt deal 01 tile spent in Ictiyilies necessarr to gel 
tbe sabslance (e.f" thert) , lakin, the nbslance (e.g., 

. ebain ~oking), or moming Crot its effeds (e.~., 
hango~ers or crashing), . 

At. Frequenl inloxication Dr lithdralal SyaptOiS ,ben expected 
to hltHllljor role oblicatiollS at mk, school, or bOle 
(e.,., does not ,0 to lark because or bangofer, roes to 
school or lork hi,b, intoxiclted while clrine tor 
children) or when snbstlDce use is pbysicilly. 
bllirdogs (e.,., driying wnder the inllaence). 

AS. Ilportant social, occupational, or recreational lcti,ities 
given Kp or reduced because of substance Ise. 

AG. Ceniinued use despite knolledge of ha,i~ l persistent 01 
recurrent social, pSfcholoiicd, or pbrsical probis that 
is caused or exacerbated bJ the use of the substlDce 
{e.g., keeps u'sing heroin dupite tuilf ugDenls abollt 
it I continued I egd probleas I coclindnduced depression, 
lleer lade lorse b, drinkincl. 

Al. Varied tolerance: need tOl Ilrled17 inereased lIOuntS of 
the silbsime (l.e., at lust sot increase) it. order to 
achiev! the desired effect, or IIfied dilinished effect 
vith eontinued ise oC sIRe lIount. 

AS. Characteristic lithdrlill SJIPtOl$. 
A9. Substance orten taken to ayoid rithdralli SflPtOlS. 

81. :~e s7IPtoas ot the disturhanci hue persisted for 
at least aae 100tb, Dr bAve occgrred repeltediJ over I 
lancer period or tile. 

PSTCIOACTI'I SUBSTAMCI ABUSE 

A. Af LEASr ONE 0111IE fOLtorlNG: 

AI. Continued use despite knoll edge Df haYing I persistent or 
recment sDcial, occll{Iliional, pSJcboloiical, or ph1sical 
problill that is cmed or exacerbded hJ ue 01 sabstance. 

At. lecurrent use in sitaalions in Ihich ase is phrsicll17 
hll'rdQ~s (e.r., driying under the inlilenct). 

B1. SCAt SflPioas Dr Ihe disturhance ha,e persisted for at 
least one Gnth, or blve ommd repededlJ om a lonter 
periDd of tile. 

CI. He,er let tbe criteria for PS7cbolcti,e Substance 
Dependence for tbis substance. , 



RECOHltENDATIOtl ASI IIKVBIIITr 

1. DCES HOT !IUD n 0 - 1 

NO ~COHHEIID1;TION 

110 UA KlHITORIKG 

2. UA tIOHlTORING o - l 

NO 'rlC ~QUII1ED 

! l. UA KlN1"rollltIG Z - 5 
HAlIDITOR7 M,/NA 

4. OUTPATUm' 'IX J - 7 

UA 1OI1TORItIG 

HANDlTOIir M/HlI 

S. IImDlSIW OP TX 5 - 7 

UA IIOtJI"roRING 

HANOITOm' M,IJIA 

6. INPATIENT TX I 6 - i 

cttIPREIIE!ISI1;-:a: 
Al'1%JlCAJIl: 

UA ItONlrotUlfG 

MANDlTOIir AJVHII 

IllIUCIAUXlfOL USE IIX 
bX IKPREBBICIf 'IIIOR n IIIS'roRY 

flO IIX or ALCOHOL 0 
DRUG DEPENDENCE O~ 
AIlUSE, OR VERY 
HINIKJU. USE lIim 
SIGNIFICANT LONG 
TERH ABSTINENCE. 

I ADHITS TO SOliE USE 
I OR DRIh1CIIIG WIm 

NO EVIDENCE OF 
IlECEIn' ABUSE OR 

I DEPENDENCE. 
i SIGNIFICANT LOIlG 
, TERJo: JUlSTINEHCE. 

I liAr aDHU' TO sam 
ABOSE Of' DRUGS O,R 
l\LCClIIOL, EVIDENCB 

, or IIECEJiT ABUSE, 

IIlEGINNING SIGNS OF 
DEPeNDENCE. 

, DIIllG/lU.COtIOL AIIUS! 
i EVIDENT BlIT HAY 1m 

8E ADKITTED, 
I EVIDEJa or DEPEND
: EKCZ, SIGNIFICANT 

USE 30 DAYS PIIIOR 

I 
I 

TO AAAEST. 

CHRONlC !IX or DRUG/. 
ALCaIOL MUSil: OR 
DIl:PDlDEHC2, 
D!:pZlIDZNl' tiSB 30 
DA.rS PRIOR TO 
JIRJlESl'. 

I OIROtfIC !IX or DRUG/ 
\ MalIIOL DEPENDENCE, 

IIIABILU'Y 'to IlEHAIN 
lUIsnll!NT, I DETERIDRATING RUaI., 

, OR LUE STrLE. 

I , 

I NO PIUQR n 

NO PRIOR TX OR 
TX SUCCESSFULLY 
COMPLETED WIm om: 
YEAR OR HeIR!: OF 
ABTriml~. 

i 110 PIIIOJl TX OR I n SUCCESSFULLY 
COKPLETED "1m 
6 HO. - 1 YR OF 
ABS'1"II/EHCB. 

I 
, 

PRIOR TX WITII NO 

i ""!IE 'nWI 01lE '1'X 
FUtuRE, HISTORY OF 
Rn.lIPSr: OR NO PRIOR 
n WUII EVIDEHCB 01' 

, DROG/ALCOHOL DEI'. 

I 

I 2 OR HORE PRIOR TX 
AnEHPTS, HISTORY 

lorn FAIWRI'! lUll) 

IItELAPSE, OR flO 
, PRIOR on NITH 
i ~D£NCZ OF DRUIV 
, MCOHOL DEPElIDENC&. 

I 

2 OR HO~ PRIOR TX 
1lTTEHP'l'S, HISTORY 

, OF TX rAIWIlE lIND 
! RELA1'SE,· OR PATTER! 
I OF HOII-COKPLIANCE. 

" 

I 

UA 3*lTOIUIIQ Bll 

I 
NO 111\ ~IIJ;TQJUNY HX 
OR ALL NEGATIVE IIA' 
IN LAST 90 DAIS. 

NO UA tIONITORING H:t 
OR ONE POSITIVE UA 
MImlN 90 DAYS. 

AS ABOVE. 

-

2 POSl'J'IVE UA'S 
IIITlfIH 90 DAYS. 

3 OR HORE POSITIW 
OAtS HITHIN LAST 
90 DAYS. 

AS ABOVE 

t&CAL I OOH1LJ-=- BIrn»a' I FfoJUL'I/SOC. GIIPPOn': 
, 3r&2 ,AJtTr IIt11zml" , IlCiUBING I 

rII\ST OFFENSE, CUJUWITL\" 011 3r4 POSITI1re rANILY "/0 
C\1JU\ENT OIAitGEs IIO'l' l'l\RTr SUPERVISION, SOCIAL SUPPORt' IN 

DRUG IIBLATED; NOT flO PJIOIIATIOH OR PLACE, 

I1NDI'!R 11m INFWENCE PAI\OLI'! HISTORY. STABLE 1l00SItIG. 

Ill' mE TUe 01' 'l1IE 
OI"~ENSEJ NO DUll'S. 

CURREnT ClIJU!CES IIOT CUJ!BlmTLY 011 lrd AS ABOVE 
DROG IlELATED, PARTY SUPEIWISIOH, 
POSSIBLE DOlI HI, PROBATION OR PAJIOLE 
NOT UNDER 'J1IE If X OF COHPLrA.!lC& 
INl"WENCE AT 'J1IE OR SUCCESSFUL 
TItlE OF 'l'Jm ornHSE COKPLETIOH OF 

PIIOBATIOH OR PAllOLE 

c:tntm:N'l' CIIUGU a;or ~YOHJ~ HODERATE FAHILY IIHO, 
DRUG Rl'!t.A'MD, PAR1'Y SCPZAVISIOH, OR SOCIAL SUPPORt' 

HI OF DOlI'S, tv.: PIlOBATloo OR PAROLE IWAItJlBLE, OR 

lUI\/!: DEEM UJlDSR 1m: RS or OOHPLtAHC!: SUPPORt' INCOIISISTEH'l 

IIIl'LUENCZ Ill' '1'RB 01\ OlKPtE'tION or Sl'ABLE HOUSING. 

TItlE O!' m& 0F!'ElISIl POOBATION OR P'-ROLE 

fQSSIULZ HISl'ORl' or QlRmlTLY Off lrcS HlNIKAL SUPPORT, 

: DRUG RELATED 1t!IRBS'l PARTr SUPERV:ISIOH. FEW STABIZ FRIENDS, 

CtlRR£N1' atMGES AJIB PROOATION OR P'-ROLE FRIENDS KIIY Ill'! USER: 

DRUG Rl'!u,'l'ED, IlHIZR ax or CCtfPLtANCE KIll' BE IN NEED f1r 

TIlE INl"WEIICZ AT l'roatzHS OR OHB OR TRANSITIOOllL HOUSIII< 

nIB TIHl! c.- '1'IIB ItOmI: PV IlEJUr!NCS ASSISl'ANCE. 

Ol'FENSl!:. i1ImtH UST Z YEARS 

fIX OF DRUG REt.A'mO CUJlJI!HrLy 00 3rd ABSENT OR NEGATIVE 

ARRESTS, CU1UInI'1' PAll1'lr StlPERVISI ON. FAMILY lIND/OR SOClF. 

ClllIRG23 DMIG 1IlW\'fZI PilClBATIOH OR PAIlOt!!: SUPPORT, . 

UNDER 'J1IE IIIl'WEHCE lItlHEJ!OIlS PV'S 'Hl:m HAY BE IN HEED or 

AT 'J1IE 'fDI& or DE POSS11ILZ· JlEVOClITIOH TRANSITIONAL HOOSIN< 

omNSE. 1rIntnI LASl' 2 YEARS ASSISTANCE.· . 

CI1JUIEJr.I' OIAJIGES aJRJIZ1ITLY ON lrd NEGATIVE SUPPORt', 
DRUG Rl'!LATED, p1IJtTI SUPERVISION. UNSTABLE HooSING OR 
Erl'ENSIW HISTORr PROOATIOH OR PAROfZ HOMELESS. 
01" DkUG RELATED ROH8ROOS PV' SHIm 
JUlRESTS. JIEVOOITION IoflmIIi 

LAST 2 YElUIS. 

aMPtonIUrr 
~DISlI'H 

GOOD EIIPLOYKEHl' I 
HISTORY, 
CURIlEI/TtY FIlLLY 
EKPLOYED. i 
POSSIBLE RESPONSoj 
FOR DEPENDEIITS ° 

I 
I 

GOOD ZHPLOytlENT j 

HISTORY, I 
CURJ!EHfLY 
EHPtoYEO. 
JlESPONSIBILITY 
FOR DEPENDEIITS 
POSSIBLE. 

SATlSFACl'ORY 
EKPLOnt£I/T HI, 
CURRENT E/G'LOJKEN 
OR SI!:EXIHG tfORX 
111m COOD 
PROSpECTS. 

IZSS STABLE 
EMl'LOftlENT IIX, 
KAT BIS CURIIENtLy 
EMPLOYED •. UNDER 
EKPLO'fEO OR 
tnlEKPtoYED. DUf 
IS EKPLOYABIZ. 
lUIS u:cu INOOHE 

HltilKllL. UNSTABLE 
EMPI.OYKENr HX, 
KAT BE EKPtoYED. 
tmDER-EKPLOYED, 
OR tnlEHPLOYED. !IV 
IS EHPtcrCABIZ, 
HAS IZGAr. lliCOHE, 
POSSIBLE DEPEND£~ 

LI't'T'U EKPLOlIHENl 
OX, CUIUUlllT £)!PH' 
llO1' Sl'ABLE OR 
~EKPUIrEO O!l 
UHEHP. 'mED OR 

UNEHPLOJ AB~, 
NO LEGAL lIICOKE, 
NO DEPENDElITS ° 



..: 
RECOHH£NDATION JlSI S£VERI'rl 

1. DOES NOT NEED TX I D - i 

NO RECOKKEHDATION 

110 UA HOHlTOlUlIG 

2. NO TX HEEDED 

UA I!OIIITORIIIG 

l. UII ~ITORIHG 

IWIOlTORY MlNA 

4. OUTPATIENT TX 

UA HOHITORIHG 

IWIDITOIn' MIRA 

5. 

6. 

INTDISIVE 01' TX 

UA HOHITORIHG 

IWIOITORY JlJVNA 

IIIi'ATI£m'TX 

COOP REH&NSI \I!: 
AFTERCAIIE 

UA HONXTOIUHG 

IWIDITORY MIlIA 

i-.. 
10- 1 

2 - 5 

3 - 7 

5 - , 

6 - 9 

TRE<l.TKENT RECCIUIlNDIITIOtI GUIDELINES FOR WOKEN 

• DRUG/ALCOHOL OS! N~ DX JHPRESSIOH/' PRioR TX/ UA IIX/ FIUtUY/SOC. liuPPORT COl{Pfl AHa; IIX 
lrd PARTY SUPERV. 

IlX OF DRUG JU'F~C'l'ED PIlEGHACIES & SUlntS DEPI:IfD&HTS/ IIOUSING • DlPlDl'HmT/SuPPOR'l' lZGAL 

110 IlX OR EVIDENCE Q> ALCOHOl,IDROG DEPENDENCB OR ABUSB, OR 

HIHlHAL HX WITH.HO USB IH LAST 90 DAYS. NO PRIOR TX. 
NO PRIOR UA HONITORING OR 110 POSITIVE UA'S IN 90 DAYS. 
NO IlX OR EVIDENCE OF ALCOtIOl,lDRUG USE DURING PREGHl'JICIES, 
NO DRUG El'f£CTED CHILDREN AT BIRTlIJ 110 PAS, NO IlX Of IV 
ORUC USE. HOT CUIUlZN'l'LY PREGNANT. • 

POSITIVe rAHILY/soc 
SUPPORT IN PLACE. 
STAB~ HOUSING, 110 
CSD HX, POSSIBLY 
CHILDREN WInt NO CSIl 
IIfIIOLVEKEHT. 

GOOO EtlPLOYHENT OR 
S'l'EAD'I IHCOtlll: HX, 
FULLY EllPLOYEO OR 
LIVING WITHIN r.oc 
BUDGET. POSSIBLE 
RESpONSIBILITY FOR 
DEPENDENTS. 

'IRST OFFENSB, dCURJIEI1T lrd PARTY 
CUJUteHT CflARGeS IIO't SUPERVISIOH, 110 
DIWG ~LA'l'ED, HOT HX OP PROD. OR 
UNDER TIle IHFLUENCB PAIlDLE. 
AT THE TIHB or OFF. 
NO DUll, DIWG OfT! 

ADHITS TO OR EVIDENCB OF SOIIB Ill! OF ALo:>Il0l,lDRLIG USE/ABUSIC, I AS A80VB 
WInl SICNIFICANT pERIODS 01" ABSTIIIE.!ICE OR LITTLE OR NO USE 
III LAST 190 DAYS. NO PRIOR TX OR TX SUCCESSFULLY COHPLETED W/ 
ONE YEAR Oil HOllE OF ABSTIHEHCE. NO UA HX OR ONLY ONE POSITIVE 
UA III 90 DAYS. 110 EVIDENCB OF DRUG BFVEC'l'ED PRECHANCIES OR 
aIRTHS. NO HX OF IV OSEe JiaI' CURRENT'.'" PRECNIINT. 

AS ABOVE 

HX. 

" CURRENT C"AAJlCBS'1IO't 

f 
DRUG RELATED, NOt' 
UNDER THE IHFLUEHCE 
AT TItlE or OFFENSE, 
PRIOn OFFENSES NOt' 
DRUG RELATED. 

EVlDENa; OF R£CEN'J' ABUSE OR DI!PEHDEHCE, OHE POSITIVE OIl IN ~HODr:RAn: PA!i/SOC jSATlsrJlCfORY EHP.HX. CURRENT QU\JIGZ NOr 
LAST 90 DAYS, HO PRIOR TX OR TX SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETED WIm SuPPORT IN PLACE, CURRENT' 2HPLOYtlENT lDRUG RELATEtJ, FOSS. 
6 HOS. - 1 YEAR or ABSTIHEHa, NO "X or DRUG EFfECTED PIlEGK PERHAPS INCOHSIS1'EIn' OR OTIIER UGAL a; :..DUII'., HAY RAW 
OR BIRTHS, NO HX or 1'V OS!!, HOT CURJ\ENTLY PREGNANT. STABLE HOUSING. STABLE IHC0K2. r' UIIllER THE IIiV 

NO CUiUlENT CSD •• "1 T TItlE at" otl'ENSE, 
INVOLVEJIENT, 1!OSsm 
RESPONS FOR afztD. ! 

DIIDIVAtCCHOL AIIUSlVllEPEHDua £VIDEm'. USB WIml1i LAST 30 DAYSIIUNIHU. FAWSOC r.us STABLE BHP. OR 
2 POSITlW DAIS IN 90 DAtS, PRIOR TX HIm 110 HORE ~ «lim 'l'X SUPPORT, raw SUM.a IHCCtIB ex. IS EJlp°O 
I'AIWM, /IX OF RELll'S'l, BlC or DRUG tfi'l!C't'ED PREClWICY OR l'iIIENDS, rRIENOS lilY OR EMPlDYABU: OR 
BIRTH, POSSIBUI: III OP IV DI!IJG OSE, POSSIOtE CURRENTt· PUG, BE OSEas, HAY BE D ELIGIBtI POR ASSIST, 
POSSlatE DRUC01ALCXlaoL IHVOLVEKEN'l' lII'm OFFENSE. HEED or ilOOSING, POGSlBu: IIESPORS. 

OIROOIC iIX Of' JI!.Q)SOI,IDRUG DEPENDENCE, DEPENDENT usa Wn'llIH 
30 DAYS 01" ARllES'1', 2 OR HOJlB PRIOR TX ATTEK.PTS, lilt· or TX 
l"AJWIIE OR IlEtJlPSf'. OR 110 PRIOR TX, 3 OR HOllE POSlnVB UIIIS 
IN PAST 90 DAYS, CURl!ZSTLY l'REGlllIHT, HX CW DRUG It .. rZCrEO 
PIlECHANCIES OR BllmlS, POSSIBUI: DRUG RELATED sPONT. ABORTIONS, 
IV DRUG USE, 

POS. DEPS '" CSC FOR OIItDREIf. 
ItIVOLVEMEJI1' • 

ABSEN't OR HZGA'l'IW IHl!lJHAL' UNSl'ABtB 
!'AIV~OC ~PPOR't, HAY EMP./II/CtlH.B IDC, IS 
H1:Et) HOOSI5C ASSIS'l'. 2KPtoINlLE OR ELIG. 
D~S fl/ CliD JlM)L!H1' FOR ASSIST, l'OSSIBLB 

• IlESPCHSI8XLn FOR 
CfltDR£II. 

alllau:c HX 01' DlUJG/AUXSOL IlUENDEHCE, !IIABIU'n TO JlEHUIt ~~T:tW nH/SOC. lLInul I!HP. oa IIICCH: 
ABSTIHEN'l'i D&'tERIORA'tnlG HULl'H OR LIFE SftLE, 2 OR HORE SUPPOR't, ONSTADtZ la, 110 tECIIL IlICOl1E, 
PRIOR TX ATTEHP1'S, Kl CII' TX FAIWRE, RELAPSS OR NON-COHl'LIAHCE nOOSING OR 1I000lZSS, FOSSIBLY HOT CUllREHlI: 
CURREHTLY PREGlllIH1' AIm/OR HX or DR1lG EFFECTED PREG. OR BIJmIS, CSD CUSTOCIlU. INVOLV £HPtoYUtE, HO 
POSSIBU: DRUG IlELA'lED SPotITlUIEOUS ABORTIONS, POSSlIBUI: DRUG .Im DEPEHDEH'l'S. D%REC'i' IlESfCfIS. <lOa 
INVotVEKEHT WITH COIIJIDIT OFFeNSS, 1 OR KlIIE POSITIVE IJA'S DEPi!:NIZInS. 
IN LAST 90 DAYS. 

UIS"roIl¥ Oi' PlIDG 
~LA'l'ED Aru>£S'rS, 
atlU!CES DIUlG ~ft 
!fIeEa ~ IlIFLO£NCB 
AT TIHI\: or OPPENSlf, ., 

. HX 01' .PIIDG IlEtATZD i lUlRES'l'S, CiJRll£H'1' 
I atI\RGES DlWG REtAfti 
'UHD2RTHE~ 
A'1'TlKE or·OfFEHSE 

mm:.NSIW U ~ 
DRIJG Jl£LATED AIIR£S1': 
CURREH'1' atARG£S DOO 
RELATED, UNDER '11IE 
IHFWENCZ AT ntIE 
or OFFeNSE. 

CUI\REHT 3rd PARTY 
SIWERVlSI::lIf[":lIlr 
or COHPLIANCE OR 
SUCCESSFUL COHP 
or PROa/~AROW. 

CURREN1' lrd PJ!JI'n' 
SuPERVISICH, HX 
or COHPLIAHCB OR 
COHPt.2T!OO or 
PtlOll/PUOIB. 

CUIUlEH'3' 3rd .JUmr 
SUPERVISIOIi, II:! 
07 PllOB/PAJltltE 
P~LEHS wI CtlHl'. 
1 OR HOM PV HEA.Ri1lGS 
IN LAST 2 nus. 

CUI!lEN'1' IN .1iJIft 
SUl'ERVISION, me 
or pv'. WI fOSS* 
REVOCA'1'IOI 111 LAS, 
2 nAnS. 

CURREN'l' lnl PARrY 
SuPERVISIOO, 
lill!iEIIOOS pv I 9 

WI'l'IJ IIEVOCATIOH 
1M u.sT '1'W() YEARSI 
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... ~ .. -.---- ..... , ...... . . , 

'. . 

.. - : . '. ,",' " 

, . 

REPORT OF "NO-SHOW" OR "NO TEST" 

.. 

Client:~,.,.~ ______________________ _ 

" 
, 
DOB:,"" ./ 

" , •• i,. 
1 

SID: __________________________ _ 

, .. 
The ~ '~ve named client: 

., 
F.ailed to report for testing' on _--,' ___ ,,-1 __ -

Was Unable'to provide a specimen on ____ ~' __ ~/ ____ -

'::-::,3. Was excused from testing" on __ ,-,_--,, __ _ 

. 4. Attempted to submit bogus specimen on --"",,'---'---
NOTES: 

~. .. . . .. ' 
.. 

.' 
.Corrections Technician 

.~ ~ ';. . . . ' 

/ I 
Office Date 

frmnoshw/2.11.91 



Exhibit F: Incident Report Forms 
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; .. 

. HULTHOHAH. COOOY' DimG TESTDG AND EVALUATION 
...... '421 SW 5th Ave., suite 724, Portland,. Oregon 97204 
, " Phone: (503)248-5112 FAX: (503)248-3990 

' .. :' 
':'. 

memERT REPORT 

: supervising Officer __________________________________________ ___ 

~OM: ~orrections technician ________________ ~------------------------
:1tCH:~ ~ .. _: ______ _ 

' •• ' ••••••• e •• :. . . . ...... i, 
... _"SONS INVOLVED========================== 

.st Name First HI Last Name First MI 

.st .Name First HI Last Name First HI ... .. . .o.! ' '. : ". , .... ..., .. • ''"\;.!' . ....... 
. PE OF. INCIDENT REPOR~ED~, =========================================== 

;. .:: :.:, I" . • 

'1. Apparertt intoxication 
~._' 2& Admtssion Q~ drug use 

3. Verbally abusive 
4_ Threat 
5. Physical force 

- 6. Injury 
\ 

____ 7. Damage to Property 
____ 8. Firearm . 

____ 9. Other weapon 
____ 10. Attempted bribe ____ 11. Other __________________ ___ 

~TION (Who, what, when, where, how, and why)========================== 

.. _-_._---

':-:'.. . . " ..... 

ST INCIDENT REVIEW================================================ 

,E·Supervisor: ______________________________________ _ 

:..: ~O supervisor 
.'". D~E central office · ~. . ... 

-.' 

· . .: 

\ 

", .. 
.. . 
: .. 

~ ... . 
• I •• 

.. : .. 
... ,-,... 
· ~~~.: ~:' 

Date -L I 
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/" 

. KOLTHOHAH C01Jlr.I!Y DRUG TBS'l'DfG AND BVA"WATJ:OH 
421 SW 5th Ave.,' Suite 724 

Portland, Oregon 97204 
Phone: (503)248-5112 

FAX: (503)248-3990 

OPFEHDER ACTJ:OH FORK 

PO/Case Hanager Office Date 
I I . 

ME records show that' has had 
three or more positive UAs and/or no shows in the last 90 days. 
Plea~e indicate what supervisory action has been taken with this 
o.ffen.c;l~r. You can mark' more than one box if appropriate. 

corrections Technician 
, .- . . 

1. No action has been taken. 

____ 20 Offender has been counseled as to his/her repeated 
, drug use. 

_ 3. Offender has been referred for treatment. 

____ 4. Court or parole board has been notifiede 

____ 5. Hearing has been set. 

____ 6. Hear~g was held, supervision continued. 

____ 7. Hearing was held, supervision was revoked. 

Po/case Manager signature 
_ L I 
Date of signature 

Please return this form to the DTE correct~ons technician when you 
have completed it. 

frmactn/2.11.91 



Exhibit H: Cover Letter and Questionnaire Form for the 
Multnomah County Drug Testing and Evaluation Pro

gram Probation Officer Survey 
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July 16, 1992 

Dear: 

BOTEC Analysis Corporation, a research fIrm specializing in research on drugs and the justice system, is 

conducting a study of Drug Testing and Evaluation for the National Institute of Justice. The purpose of 

this research is to develop information on the use and impact of this type of program for criminal justice 

systems around the country based on the system-wide drug testing implemented in Multnomah County 

under a grant from the Bureau of Justice Assistance. 

As key players in the Multnomah county DTE project, your opinions on the program-its advantages, 

disadvantages, and ideas on how to use these services-are a valuable source of information based on fIeld 

experience with this type of program. To incorporate this information into the study, we are planning a 

survey of all the probation and parole officers working in Multnomah. The objective will be to gather 

statistics that compare your DTE clients to the other clients you supervise, data on how you handle clients 

who fail to show for tests or test dirty, and comments and suggestions for others interested in a drug testing 

and evaluation program. Your responses will be used for research purposes only and will be held 

confidential by the research project staff. 

The survey will consist of a brief written questionnaire which will take about 15 to 20 minutes to complete. 

We plan to visit the branch offices and administer the questionnaire at a series of pre-scheduled meetings. 

The times will be announced in advance and you will be asked to sign up for a session. lfyou are unable 

to attend, please note that on the sign-up form and we will send you a questionnaire and self-addressed 

envelope to return directly to BOTEC Analysis. 

We would like to thank you in advance for helping with this project. The results will be of wide interest to 

. courts and community correction services facing the problems associated with supervising drug-involved 

offenders. 

Sincerely, 

Mark A.R. Kleiman 

------------~----------.-------'-~~.---.----



MULTNOMAH COUNlY DTE PROJECT 

PROBATION AND PAROLE OFFICER SURVEY 

Introduction 

saTEe Analysis Corporation and the Urban Institute are studying drug testing of offenders under supervision. 
Because Multnomah County's Drug Testing and Evaluation (OTE) program is a demonstration project which 
may serve as a national model for other such programs, we are particulany interested in learning how 
Multnomah County Probation and Parole Officers view the OTE program. We want to learn how you use.drug 
testing, what advantages and disadvantages the OTE drug testing program has for you, and your opinions on 
how the program can be improved. 

Your responses will remain confidential. They will help us assess the impact of the program and provide 
suggestions for program improvement. We appreciate your help with this project. 

Because the policies and procedures relating to OTE have changed a number of times, we request that you 
base all your responses on your understanding of policy and procedure currently in force. 

Experience 

1. How many years have you worked as a probation/parole 
officer? 

____ years 

Caseload 

2. Last month how many offenders were you managing? 

____ offenders 

3. last month how many of the offenders you managed were: 

Female offenders 

White offenders 

On Probation offenders 

On Parole offenders 

On Probation 
and Parole offenders 

4. On the Oregon Offender Management System, how many 
of the offenders you managed last month were: 

High RIsk ____ offenders 

Medium Risk ____ offenders 

Low Risk ____ offenders 

Umited Risk ____ offenders 

Red Tag ____ offenders 

5. Last month did you manage any special types of offenders 
(such as sex offenders)? 

o Yes ~ For each special type of offender that you were 
supervising last month please describe the type and 
estimate the number of offenders of this type which you 
were supervising last month: 

Type Number 

o No 

6. How many of the offenders that you managed last month do 
you think used drugs? 

Number of offenders ___ _ 

7. How many of these offenders (who you think were using 
drugs) do you think needed drug treatment? 

Number of offenders ___ _ 

8. Of the offenders you managed who you think needed drug 
treatment, how many WDuld you estimate are: 

In OTE and drug treatment 

In OTE but not treatment 

In treatment but not OTE 

In neither OTE nor treatment 



The Drug Testing and Evaluation Program 

9. Last month how many of the offenders you managed were 
In any of the following kinds of programs? 

Please estimate thl! total number of offenders In these 
programs In the first column, and the number of offenders 
on oTE In these programs in the second column. 

Total DTE 
Programs Offenders Offenders 

Mental heaHh services 

Employment or job training programs 

Other special programs: 

10. Is there a maximum number of offenders you can place on 
oTE? 

o Yes ~ What Is this number currentJy? 

o No 

11. Please describe In your own words what kinds of 
circumstances make you want to place an offender you 
manage on oTE. 

12. Please describe In your own words what you must do if you 
want to place an offender you manage on OTE. 

13. To place an offender on oTE, do you need to check with any 
other person or agency? 

o Yes ~ Who? (Check any that apply) 

o Your supervisor 

o The ore program 

o Other -+ Who? 

o No 

14. When you place an offender In the oTE program, do you plan 
that he will be in the oTE program for at least a certain 
minimum number of months? 

o Yes -+ What is this minimum number of months which 
you plan that an offender will be in the oTE program? 

____ months 

o No 

15. When you place an Offender in the oTE program, do you plan 
to keep the offender in the oTE program for at most a certain 
maximum number of months? 

o Yes -+ What Is this maximum number of months which 
you plan to keep an offender in the OTE program? 

____ months 

o No 



Different probation/parole officers have different criteria for 
recommending revocation hearings. Below are a four different 
behaviors that might cause a probation/parole officer to recommend 
that a revocation hearing be held for an offender on DTE. For each 
of these behaviors please Indicate Whether you would usually, 
sometimes, or never recommend a revocation hearing If one of the 
offenders you manage who Is on OTE behaved this way. 

Scenario Usually Semetlmell Never 

16. How frequently do you 
recommend a revocation 
hearing for an offender on OTE 
who falls to show for tests 0 
once or twice? 

17. How frequently do you 
recommend a revocation 
hearing for an offender on OTE 
Who fails to show for tests 0 
more than twice? 

18. How frequently do you 
recommend a revocation 
hearing for an offender on OTE 
who tests positive for drugs 0 
once or twice? 

19. How frequently do you 
recommend a revocation 
hearing for an offender on OTE 
who tests positive for drugs 0 
more than twice? 

o o 

o o 

o o 

o o 

Besides asking for a revocation hearing there are othl!'" 
requirements probation and parole officers can impose for 
unacceptable offender behavior willie on the OTE program. (For 
example: requiring extra call-lns, requiring the offender to keep a 
log, requiring the offender to report to the treatment program, etc.) 

For each behavior below nst What requirements you would Impose 
for the given behavior. 

20. What requirements would you Impose for offenders on OTE 
who fail to show for tests once or twice? 

21. What requirements would you ImpoH for offenders on OTE 
who fall to show for tests more than twice? 

22. What requirements would you Impose for offenders on OTE 
who test positive for drugs once or twice? 

23. What requirements would you Impose for offenders on OTE 
who test positive for drugs more than twice? 

24. How many weeks do you leave offenders on OTE after they 
consistently show up and test negative? 

_____ \Weks 



25. Do you ever place offenders who have previously been 
successful on OTE (showed up and tested negallve 
C(lnslstently) back on OTE? 

o Yes 0+ In the past year how many times have you put 
previously successful offenders back on OTE In this 
way? 

0 

_____ tlmes 

In the p.:lst year for what reasons have you put offenders 
back or. OTE in this way? 

No 

Below are listed some 'Jroblems which you might have had with the 
OTE program. For eaCh problem C(luld you check the appropriate 
box to tell whether this Is a major problem with OTE, a minor 
problem with OTE, or no problem with OTE. 

Problem Major Minor None 

26. Too few OTE slots for 
0 0 0 offenders 

Xl. The hours Interfere with 
0 0 0 offender employment 

28. Traveling to testing Is 
0 0 0 difficult for offenders 

29. No same-sex technician 
0 0 0 Is available 

30. No drug-treatment spaces 
are available 0 0 0 

31. No effective 
0 0 0 sanctions for violations 

32. Inaccurate reporting of 
0 0 0 urinalysis test results 

33. Late or delayed reporting 
of urinalysis test resuHs 0 0 0 

34. InC(lmplete reporting of 
urinalysis test results 0 0 0 

35. In your own words, what other problems have you or the 
Offenders you manage had With OTE? 

36. In your own words, please tell us how OTE has helped you 
or the offenders you manage. 

37. If you have any C(lmments or advice on the use of OTE, 
please write them for us here. 




